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Survivors demand
their day in court
By David Wiwchar

Southern Region Reporter

Port Alberni - Three former Alberni
Indian Residential School (AIRS)
students who launched legal
proceedings against an alleged former
abuser, are continuing their demand to
be heard in court, despite serious
hurdles.
Brothers Jack and Charlie Thompson
(Ditidaht) and Dempsey Dennis (Huuay-aht) started proceedings more than
ten years ago against former AIRS
Dormitory Supervisor David Henry
Forde they allege sexually abused them
when they were young students at the
school.

Brothers Jack and Charlie
Thompson (Ditidaht) and
Dempsey Dennis (Huu- ay -aht)
started proceedings more than
ten years ago against former
AIRS Dormitory Supervisor
David Henry Forde.
The case, which was originally
scheduled to be heard in BC Supreme
Court in Port Alberni in February, was
adjourned until the end of August so
Forde's lawyer could go through all of
the documents filed by Crown Counsel.
But now the plaintiffs have been told
the case may never be heard.
"We got a call from Crown Counsel
Steve Stirling this week saying they
were not willing to proceed with
charges because Forde has cancer, and
can't travel from his home in
Washington State," said Charlie. "The
doctors say Forde might not live longer
than eight months, and Crown Counsel
says extradition proceedings to force
him to come up here could take up to
two years, so they want to drop the
case," he said.

"We got a call from Crown
Counsel saying they were not
willing to proceed with charges
because Forde has cancer, and
can't travel from his home in
Washington State," said Charlie.
In a meeting between the plaintiffs and
Crown Counsel at the law courts in Port
Alberni, the three men told Stirling they
wanted to continue with proceedings,
regardless of the current obstacles.
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"Just because he's
sick, his illness isn't
going to make what he
did to me go away,"
said Dennis. "I need to
hear him admit to what
he did to me and admit
it was wrong and hear
him apologize," he
said.
"The case has to
continue," said Jack.
"It can't stop just
because he's sick. I
need to find closure for
the things he did to me,
and part of that will
come from telling my
story on the record in
court," he said.
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Charlie Thompson, Dempsey Dennis, and Jack Thompson sit outside the Port
Alberni Law Courts waiting for their chance to testify against David Henry Forde.

"I don't give a damn if he's sick.
He didn't give a damn about us,"
said Charlie. "I'm angry. I've
been waiting so damn long for
something to happen, and now it
will just be adjourned because he
can't travel," he said.
In a letter from Dr. Robert McCroskey
in Puyallup to Forde's lawyer Michael
Mulligan in Victoria, it was revealed that
Forde has "metastatic lung cancer with
metastates to the bone ".
"He is currently undergoing intensive
radiation therapy with plans to be
followed by chemotherapy. This is an
incurable illness with a median

prognosis of less than one year
survival," wrote Dr. McCroskey.
Although efforts towards a trial can
proceed, it is likely that each time a trial
date comes up, defense lawyers will
come before the judge, report the serious
medical condition facing their client, and
the case will be adjourned to a later date.
"We have to keep trying. You never
know what could happen," said Charlie.
"We're not going to quit. We want
justice," he said.
According to the plaintiffs, Forde was a

Salmon farm and TFN seed clam bed
Tribal Journey paddles to Chemainus
Ucluelet develops Seniors' Housing
NEDC Business News
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"I don't give a damn if he's sick. He
didn't give a damn about us," said
Charlie. "I'm angry. I've been waiting so
damn long for something to happen, and
now it will just be adjourned because he
can't travel," he said.
Forde, now 71 and living in Puyallup,
Washington, has been charged with four
counts of sexual assault dating back
more than four decades.

U.S. apologizes to First Peoples
War Council plans BBQ in Vancouver
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dormitory supervisor in Senior Dorms 1
and 2 at the Alberni Indian Residential
School in Port Alberni, B.C., during the
late 1950s and early '60s when they
allege,he sexually abused at least four
students.
There is no statute of limitations on
serious sexual offenses, so Forde could
face more than a decade in prison if
convicted. "There are some things that
are just too serious," said RCMP Cpl.
Mike Pacholuk in an interview with the
Seattle Post- Intelligencer. "With charges
like these there is no statute of
limitations and that's how it should be."
"He essentially acted as a parent figure,"
Pacholuk said. "It's a pretty powerful
position."
The Forde investigation was part of a

larger inquiry into allegations of abuse
at 15 church -run residential schools in
British Columbia. Led by the Native
Indian Residential School Task Force,
the investigation began in 1994 and has
resulted in charges against 13 people for
physical and sexual offenses involving
hundreds of victims. At least a third of
the suspects are now dead, Pacholuk
said.
The charges against Forde, along with
three counts against another dormitory
supervisor, mark the end of the task
force investigation, though Pacholuk
encouraged other victims to contact the
RCMP.
A man who identified himself as David
Forde in Puyallup declined to discuss
the charges when reached by telephone.

First Nations study treaty options
By Cliff Atleo, Jr.
for Ha- Shilth -Sa

Duncan - On July 29th and 30th the
Hul'qumi'num Treaty Group invited
representatives from First Nations that
have completed or are near completion
of the Agreement -in- Principle stage of
treaty negotiations to gather and
strategize their next steps.
Representatives came from Sliammon,
Lheidli Tenneh and Sechelt. Cliff Atleo,
Jr., Simon Lucas, and Richard Watts
represented the Nuu -chah -nulth Treaty
Table with Jim Christakos present on
behalf of the Ditidaht/Pacheedaht Treaty
Table.
The Hul'qumi'num Treaty Group

represents the Cowichan Tribes,
Chemainus First Nation, Lyackson First
Nation, Penelakut Tribe, Halait First
Nation, and Lake Cowichan First
Nation who reside primarily between
Duncan and Nanaimo. They total
nearly 5,800 members and are currently
negotiating an AIP. Of the tables
represented they were the only ones not
to have completed an AIP for
community ratification.
The Nuu -chah-nulth communities
unsuccessfully attempted to ratify an
AIP in March of 2001 and have since
split into two separate tables.
Sechelt effectively dropped out of the
treaty process in 1999 after having
ratified an AIP and unsuccessful Final

continued on page 3
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DEADLINE:
Please note that the deadline for

submissions for our next issue is
August 20, 2004. After that date,
material submitted and judged
if.5
appropriate, cannot be guaranteed
Simmons but if still relevant, will be
included in the fidlnvg issue
an ideal world, submissions would h
typed. rather than hand- ,vrfnnArticles can be sent by a -mall to
ha ahtlthfin moue bbbbb Risers
(Windows PC).
Submitted pictures must include a
brief description of subject(-) and a
return address. Pictures with no return
address will remain on file. Allow 2 - 4
weeks for room. Photocopied or faxed
photographs nappy{ be accepted.

COVERAGE:
Although we would like to be able to
cover all stories and events we will only
do
-

-

m subject
Sufficient advance notice addressed
specifically to HaShil(h -Sa.
Reporter's availability at the time of
the event.

Editorial space available In the paper.
Editorial deadlines being. adhered to
by
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Treaty Options

LETTERS and KLECO'S

continued from page

Agreement negotiations. Since then they
have been researching for a coon case.
Robert Joe says "we decided to put
money
ey towards fighting for our land
instead of spending money to give it

Ha- Slrilh -.Sa will include letters received from its readers..All letters MUST he
signed by rile writer and have the writer's name, address and phone number on
it. Nantes can he withheld by request. -Mammon. .submissions will nor be
accepted. e
We reserve the right to edit submitted material for clarity, brevity.
grammar and good taste. We will definitely_ publish letters dealing with tribal
or personal disputes or issues that are critical of Nuu- ehah.ndhh individuals or
groups.
All opinions expressed in letters to the editor are purely those of the
Titer and will not necessarily coincide with the views or policies of the Nuu chalr -nulth Tribal Council or its member First Nations.

U.S. to apologize to First Peoples
Its David lion ha(
Southern Region Reporter

'the United States Congress recently
heard a new bill, written to apologize to
all Native Peoples on behalf of the
United States, for all the terrible things
the American government did to their
first Peoples. No similar statement is
being planned by Canada at this lime..
officials from Indian and Northern
Affairs Canada (INAC) point to the 1998
Statement of Reconciliation. this

country's recognition of past abuses
against First Nations.
On May hie. Sam Brownsback, the
Republican Senator from Kansas,
introduced the bill along with Colorado
Senator Ben Nghthorse- Campbell, and
I lawaiian Senator Daniel Inouye,
The purpose of the bill according to
Iiro,vnsback is to "acknowledge a long
history of official depredations and illconceived policies by the United States
(atmnment regarding Indian tribes and
utter an apology to all Native Peoples on
hehalf of the United Slates"
"1, the infancy of the United States, the
rounders of the Republic expressed their
desire for ajust relationship with the
Indian tribes. as evidenced by the
Northwest Ordinance enacted by
Congress in 1787. which begins with the
phrase. 'The utmost good faith shall
always be observed toward the Indians',"
said Bmwnsback. -Indian tribes
pros idol great assistance to the fledgling
Republic as it strengthened and grew, but
the United States Government violated
many of the treaties ratified by Congress
and other diplomatic agreements with
Indian robes. This Nation should address
the broken treaties and many of the more
ill -conceived Federal policies that
followed, such as extermination,
tennination, forced removal and
relocation the outlawing of traditional
religions. and the destruction of sacred
claws. The united Slates forced Indian
robe) and their citizens to move away

from their traditional homelands and onto
federally established and controlled
reservadons, in accordance
ance with such
Acts as the Indian Removal Act of 1830,
and many Native Peoples suffered and
perished," he said.
"The United States Government
condemned the traditions, beliefs, and
customs of the Native Peoples and
endeavored to assimilate them by such
policies as the redistribution of land
under the General Allotment Act of 1887
and the forcible removal of Native
children from their families to faraway
bonding schools where their Native
practices and languages were degraded
and forbidden," he said. "Officials of the
United States Government and private
United States citircns harmed Native
Peoples by the unlawful acquisition of
cognized tribal lard, the theft of
resources from such territories, and the
mismanagement of tribal trust funds. The
policies of the United States Government
toward Indian tribes and the breaking of
covenants with Indian tribes have
contributed to the severe social ills and
economic roubles in many Native
communities today. Indian tubes are
resilient and determined to preserve,
develop, and transmit to future
generations their unique cultural
identities. Native Peoples are endowed by
their Creator with certain unalienable
rights, and that among those are life,
liberty, and the pursuit of happiness," he
said.

United States Senate Joint Resolution 37,
introduced in the oath session, says:
"The United States, acting through
Congress acknowledges years of official
depredations, ill-conceived policies, and
the breaking of covenants by the United
States Government regarding Indian
tribes, and apologizes on behalf of the
people of the United States to all Native
Peoples far the many instances of
violence, maltreatment, and neglect
inflicted on Native Peoples by citizens of
the United States, and urges the President
to acknowledge the offenses of the
as
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Ile- Shilth-Sa belongs to every Nuu- chalt- nultlt person including
those who have passed on, and those who are not yet born.
A community newspaper cannot exist without community
involvement; If you have any great pictures you've taken, stories or
poems you've written, or artwork you have done, please let us know
so we can include it in your newspaper.
This year is Ha- Shilth -la's Murat of serving the Nuu- chah -nulth
First Nations.
We look forward to your continued
Klecot Kleco!!
David nosh.,
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input and support.
Editor / Manager
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The governments offered
Ditidaht/Pacheedaht AIPN that their
negotiators rejected. They are now
attempting to negotiate a new All', The

Indian

the

lieu
,f Ne l'n °eil Stars in order to
bring healing to this land by providing

a

proper foundation for reconciliation
between the United States and Indian
robes.
In Canada, the federal government
points to the 1998 Statement of
Reconciliation as their dealing with past
wrongs committed against First Nations.
"Sadly, our history with respect to the
treatment of Aboriginal people is not
something in which we can take pride.
Attitudes of racial and cultural
superiority led to a suppression of
Aboriginal culture and values. As a
country, we are burdened by past actions
that resulted in weakening the identity of
Aboriginal peoples suppressing their
languages and cultures, and outlawing
spiritual practices. We must magna
the impact of these actions on the once
self-sustaining nations that were
disaggregated. disrupted, limited or even
destroyed by the dispossession of
traditional territory, by the relocation of
Aboriginal people, and by some
provisions of the Indian Act. We must
acknowledge that the result of these
t al,
actions was the amnion of the
economic and
I
y t
I
.
"
n
Aboriginal people and nation-,`.50 says
in Canada's Statement of Reconciliation.
"Against the backdrop of these historical
legacies, it is a remarkable tribute to he
strength and endurance of Aboriginal
people that they have maintained their
historic diversity and identity. The
Government of Canada today formally
expresses to all Aboriginal people in
Canada our Profound regret for past
actions of the federal government which
have contributed to these difficult pages
in the history of our relationship
together."
Regret. Not apology.
With an official apology, the
government opens themselves up to
lawsuits, which is one theory about why
they have yet to make a full apology to
First Nations people.
"David Dennis brought it up at the
recent Assembly of First Nations (AFN)
meeting
e
in Charlottetown that there has
never been an apology made in the
House of Corn
to First Nations
croon though other groups have received
apologies," said AFN Regional Chief
Shawn Adeo. "It certainly has become a
major issue with programs such as the
Nos chah -nulth Ilealing Project winding
down. It has always been there, and
there is a lot of work being done right
now to elevate it to the next level," he
said, adding that he will be meeting with
numerous BC First Nations leaders to
discuss the need for more residential
school healing project funding, and
issues around it such as an official
apology.
"Our specific claims deal with
historical wrongs and legal obligations
that weren't fulfilled, so there is
reconciliation at that point as well, but
there's nothing that I know of personally
tin terms of an official apology]," said
INAC spokesperson Jennifer (hods..
1

develop,

Snuneymux w First Nation completed
an AIP but have yet to take it to a
community referendum. Sliammon's
first AIP was narrowly defeated in late
2001 but have ratified modified AIP
and are currently negotiating in the Final
Agreement stage. The theta Tomb
Nation ratified an AIP in 2003 and is
negotiating a Final Agreement,
All Nations, however, report similar
difficulties in negotiations. Firstly, the
governments, namely the provincial
government, arc pushing the same treaty
template at all the tables. This approach
is
tent with the controversial
referendum that British Columbia
conducted in 2002. Most notably, BC is
pushing for a separate self-government
agreement outside the treaty, and
therefore without the same constitutional
protection that other elements of the
Final Agreement are said to have.

All Nations report similar
difficulties in negotiations; that
the governments are pushing the
same treaty template at all the
tables.
The most fundamental governance
issue. aged the delegates, was that
Fast Nations favour an approach that
inherent
recognizes our existing
right to self-determination while the
governments support a delegated model
that grants specific and limited
governance powers to First Nations.
Nuu-chah -nulth Elders have always
reminded negotiators that Nuu -chahfrom the
nulth governance is
creator and not something that can be
given or taken by the white
governments.
Wce /th -sa (Richard Wafts) expressed
concern that the governments would not
negotiate anything other than what they
have offered in the recent round of
revised AlPs. He stated, `Uncertainty is
the only tactic they understand." Klakish Kee -lea (Simon Lucas) said, "My
tribe rejected the AIP by 85 %. There
was no acknowledgement of the
hereditary chiefs and no (commercial)
provision for aquatic resources within
the treaty."
Sechelt representative Robert Joe could
only attend one day but before he left he
made a presentation on his Nation's
Consultation Referral process. Ile said
that the government counts on First
Nate
inability to handle the large
quantity of referrals. Ile said Sechelt
has taken to examining each one in

gill

detail and has managed to turn the issue
of capacity against the governments. Ile
said that each Naton in BC did this, it
would overwhelm the province and grind
the referral process to a halt. In this
process Sechelt has also managed to
develop what was once a rocky
relationship with its non -naive
neighbours into one with better
understanding and support.
The issue land slams was discussed at
length The biggest issue by far was that
the governments were failing to
recognize enough land for First Nations.
Concerns were also raised about private
lands, which have traditionally not been
negotiated, with some Nations having a
majority of their lands in the hands of
"private owners" The land issue is
further complicated when jurisdictional
matters are unresolved. Who has the
right to make and enforce laws? Whose
laws prevail in the event of a conflict?
Who possesses taxation authority? The
answers to all thew questions tend to be
in favour of the governments based on
current negotiations.
The Charter of Rights and Freedoms
was also discussed and the delegates
agreed that further legal analysis will be
required. They also recognized that this
may be one of the areas where Nations
will choose not to develop a common
strategy but proceed on their own.
All the delegates agreed that their
ty - ben
t
gly
opposed to relinquishing the ux
exemption. Some Nations,
reported that their people were more
positive about uses if the money were to
stay in their home communities and not
just go to Victoria or Ottawa. Federal
Chief Negotiator Eric Donhoff has stated
that the governments will never agree to
maintain the tax exemption while BC
has indicated it might be open to
extending the phase in period, currently
and
gyms and 12 years for
income toes The group did not have
enough time to discuss this'
detail and agreed that more
will take place on the t
disc
issue as well as other
er fiscal matins.
Offshoot oil and gas was also mentioned

if

lade.

important topic that will require
more discussion at future meetings. The
federal government will soon compile
the results of a scientific review, public
review and "First Nations engagement
process" and decide whether to life a
moratorium on offshore oil and gas
development in the Queen Charlotte
basin between Raids Gwaii and the
mainland. BC has for the most pan
completed its review and they have
completed
always expressed a strong interest on
lifting the moratorium. The Nuu -chahnulth Treaty Table is opposed to the
living the moratorium citing numerous
jurisdictional. economic, ecological and
philosophical concerns.
The small technically-oriented group
committed to meeting again in
as an

September. The focus of the next
meeting will be oil the development

of

common strategies.

Nuu- chah -nulth Tribal Council

Toll Free Number
1- 877 -677 -1131

Nuu -chats -nulth leadership have now established
number to assist membership with any
questions they may have regarding
treaty related business,
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toll free
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War Council organizes
Salmon BBQ in Vancouver
Submitted by NCN War Council
The Nuuchah -nulth (NCN) War
Council will finally host a Salmon
Barbeque for Nuu- chah -nulth -alit living
assay from home in Vancouver.
The idea has been around for awhile but
it did not happen last summer due to
logistical challenges
-oral
This year with the help of Crystal
Sutherland who is living in Vancouver,
the planning has gone much more
smoothly. The free salmon barbeque

will

take place Saturday, August 28th at

Oppenheimer Parkin Vancouver's
downtown eastside.
"The idea originally began as a means to
re-connwl our Ha'wiih with their people
who are living away from home,
particularly those who are struggling in
the cities," said Cliff Alice Jr.

The barbeque is

a

gesture on

behalf of the Ha'wiih to show that
their respective Ha'ha'hoolthee
extends beyond their territories
because it encompasses the people
who have moved to the cities.
The responsibility to care for all
our people has not diminished.
The barbeque is a gesture on behalf of
the Ha'wiih to show that their respective
Ha'ha'hoolthee extends beyond their
territories because h
people who have moved to the cities.
The responsibility to care for all our
people has not diminished.
The War Council has damned the
blessing of local Squamish, Tsleil Wamth

and Musquc m chiefs. It has also
coon eetd with many urban

organizations, such as the Friendship
Centre and the Aboriginal Front Door
Society. "It is important that we
recognize the local Firm Nations as well
as acknowledge the influence of the
urban organizations," slated Att..
Other Nations outside greater
Vancouver such as the Tsimshian,

Kwakwakawak'w and Sorb have
shown interest as many of their people
live in the downtown coast& as well.
The War Council hopes that this
initiative will help spark resurgence of
traditional Nuu- chah -nuhb governance
by recognizing the juosdiction,
authority and responsibilities of the
II 'w'ib while the same time
working toward meeting basic human
needs. The War Council is appealing to
the NCN Ha'wiih for support and
volunteers to help implement the
initiative. To donate time, money or
food (fish. fresh, (roan. smoked,
armed, other seafood or game) please
contact VIckaninnislu c liffAtka Sr
ai 250.720 -7275 or Wy anus iwc
(Crystal Sutherland) at 604 -83R -0169.

Ha'uuk'up Quu'as
"Feeding Our People"

nn.
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FREE Salmon Barbeque
Starting at 12 Noon, August 28, 2004
Oppenheimer Park, Vancouver, BC
"Addressing the most fundamental needs of our people
by recognizing traditional governance and invoking the
principles of our ancestors"

Organized by the:
NUU- CHAH -NULTH WAR COUNCIL
For more information call: Wickaninnish at 250 -7207275 or Wyanuqsiiwe at 604-838-4169

-+
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Salmon Farm assists TFN
in reseeding clam bed

requirement. Spencer Evans, Creative
Salmon General Manager. says the
project is just one example of
collaboration between his company and
TFN.

quickly after a period of inactivity
(fallow) and the natural flushing of the

Alter DFO outlined their ideas for
compensation from Creative Salmon, are
company went to TFN to ask what they
could do to benefit them. TFN came up
with several options including the
reseeding of clam beaches but DFO had

different ideas, Evans said. "They

"in a joint effort to satisfy a Department
of Fisheries and Oceans permitting

Now, almost any industry that impacts
sca resource habitat falls under the
Canadian Environmental Assessment
Act, and must abide by DFO
o acquire permits
requirements in order to
for rico
or renewals, in the case of
the aquaculture industry
Evans says resource users that impact
habitat, with some exemptions (i.e.
fishermen) are required to compensate
DFO under what lie refers io as the inn
Mt loss habitat policy'. Simply pi.
Indoanes that 61l under the guideline,
of CFAA mou estimate the amount of
in pact or damage they will do to the
environment then ompen to DFO in
an equal measure. c Ile explains DFO
has all kinds of complicated formulae
and ratios to determine the amount of
compensation.
"We know from our own environmental
monitoring of our farms that we impact
the mud floor beneath cages," Evans

requirement, Creative Salmon Company
and the Tla- o-qui -aht First Nations
(TEN) are working together to re -stock a
popular clam digging beach near
Opitsaht with approximately 400,000

juvenile Manila

clams:

canoes from throughout the Pacific
Northwest circled 'n Kulleet Bay before
being welcomed ashore by the
Chemainus First Nation.

The beach has been a favorite of the
TFN for centuries but for a variety of
masons has very few clams at the
moment According w Josie Osborne,
Fisheries Biologist with the Nuu -chah nulth Tribal Council, 'the beach has

411
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Canoes from Kyuquot, Mowachaht

C
^gat, Imr41,42.
NTC Central Region Biologist Josie Osborne spreads clam seeds
Ball goes well the first clams could be
ideal clam habitat, but does nor appear
to be self- seeding very well'.
Evans says Osborne recently surveyed
the beach with volunteers from Creative
Salmon and TFN. The results, he says,
showed poor natural recruitment and
indicated that stocks could benefit from
seeding.
Follow up surveys to monitor growth
and survival of the clams will be
conducted annually after stocking. The
site is served for recreational and First
Nations domestic harvesting, and is not
being operated as a commercial tenure.
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example of the cooperative relationship
we have with the Tieo- qui -ahts. This
could not have been done with out their
support and in the end benefits every
one involved. It's a definite win/win
situation.'
Creative Salmon Company thanks all
rs Muu- Chin -ink (Chief tinge
volunteers,
Frank) and Josie Osborne for their pan
in the project.
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ready to harvest for domestic
use by 2007.
Evans describes the project as 'another
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Bruce Frank helps with planting
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The Adult Graduation program gives you
"Dogwood" High School Diploma.
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VAST Centre

no Strickland Street

Barters° BC V9R 41.19
Tel (250)7534012, go 21
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Beach Keeper, Barmy Williams Jr. and
his people. The three canoes from
Mowachaht, Hesquiaht and Ahousaht
landed in the early afternoon after
paddling from Ahousaht that morning
Two Tla- o-qui -aht canoes joined their
guests and, following centuries-old
protocol, waited in shallow water for
permission to land.
Williams, after singing a prayer chant,
invited the visitors to the community and
offered them lunch. The canoe party,
with the addition of Tla- o- qui -aht
will make their way to Sooke
and other distant communities to join in
canoe gatherings along the coast.
James Swan. who is traveling in his
canoe from Ahousaht, reports that from
Opiisaht, his crew left the canoes from
the north and made it to Ucluelet later
that afternoon, "We were planning on
going to asthma Bay that evening, (nail
got windy and we had to turn in," he
said.
His crew arrived in Port Renfrew on
July 28th. "That wasn't a stop we
planned but it was really

`

/

Muchalaht, Hesquiaht, Ahousaht, Tla -oqui -aht Ditidaht, and the Nuu-chahnulth Healing project converged with
canoes from throughout B.C. and
Washington State on Wednesday, August
4th, with some having traveled since

July 17d. On board the canoes, pullers
represented all Nuu -chap -nuin, Nations,
and numerous Nuu- chah -nulth songs
were sung as the paddlers asked for
permission to land in Chemainas
tenitory.
"We have paddled for many days to
come here and celebrate our cultures
with you," said Shawn Aiken skipper of
the Nuu -chah -nulth Healing Project
canoe. "We are tired and hungry, and
request peon
ashore into
your beautiful) territory," he said.
"Your Nuu -chah -ninth canoes have
indeed come a long way to he here with

acknowledge your position as a
hereditary chief and elected leader. It is
too bad there are not more of our leaders
paddling these canoes like you have
done. We are honoured to welcome you
and your Nus chah -nulth people on to
our shores," he said

late and we had to stop to rest and fuel
Eddie Smith's boat up," he said. On
July 'Mil he said the plan warm paddle
to Sooke because they heard that is
where most of the canoes were going,

_

Nearing snivel at Sooke the support
boat contacted Stickle,,. Nation and
learned the canoes were a day ahead of
schedule and were now at Songhees.
Saran and his crew set out for
Sanghees in Victoria but met with wind
and thick fog. "It was a good 11.5
hours that day," he reports, "... we did
mn into problems with the rip tide after
we clipped through Race Rock and one
of our pullers got hurt taking the sail
down." Swan says the puller is okay,
having been assisted by Eddie Smith's
support boat that pulled the canoe to
safer waters.
Swan says they don't have as many
resources to fall back on as in previous
canoe journeys but they have been
getting help from family and friends
that live in Victoria and West Saanich.
The Maknh, he reports, have been great
by helping with some supplies from
their land crew.
The canoe flotilla will continue to
grow as others join along the way,
culminating in a large celebration of
culture at Kulleet Bay, near Shell
Beach, August
8.

4-

paddled borough roughs m'
Nanaimo for a feast and campout on
Newcastle Island
On the final full day of the journey, the
pullers battled their way through the
white -water, whirlpool-pocked Dodds
Narrows before joining with dozens of
canoes from Washington State and the
lower mainland on the paddle into
Kulleet Bay.
The line of 50 canoes circled single-file
annul the bay, past hundreds of
spectators, before approaching the shore.
Following ancient protocols, each canoe
skipper spoke about where they came
from, the journey they made. and asked

talked about the role of the canoe
as a metaphor for healing, so for
us to come together with some of
our clients and all climb into the
chaputs and paddle this journey
together has been incredible,"
said Vina Robinson,

Mr

"The whole canoe journey has just been
unbelievable," said Vina Robinson,
organizer and paddler on the Nuu -chahnulth Healing Project canoe. "For the
past five years we've talked about the
role of the canoe as a metaphor for
healing, so for us to came together with
some of our clients and all climb into
the
and paddle this journey
together has been incredible," she said.
"It's a really god way of closure for
this pan of the Healing Project. I wish

chap.

We have paddled for many days
to come here and celebrate our
cultures with you," said Shawn
Allen, skipper of the Nuu -chahnulth Healing Project canoe.

aYR
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today: said Chemainas Chief
Councillor Terry Sampson. "We
recognize you Shawn atleo. and

m

Opitsaht, Meares Island- Three canoes
arrived on the shores of Opitsaht July 27

First Nation Joined the group. and

"For the past five years we've

us

-

By Denise August,
Central Region Reporter

Drumbeats mixed with cheers of
joy as more than 50 large canoes
from throughout the Pacific
Northwest circled in Kulleet Bay
before being welcomed ashore by
the Chemainas First Nation.

paddled into Port Alberni on July 31st
before being mucked over to Comas for
their journey dawn the east coast of the
island to Kulleet Bay.
In Nanoose, canoes from the Nuu<hahnulth Residential School Project as well
as the Sna- now -as and Snu- ney -munw

township was hosting its 100th
anniversary celebration
Canoes landed at Transfer Beach at ID
a.m. to the cheers of hundreds ol rent
soaked residents, who then came down
to welcome the paddles ashore.

I

Tribal Journey 2004 begins
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The community of Opitsaht came out to welcome visiting canoes

The Adult Graduation program is open to any adults who are over 19 when they
finish the program (which means that you could still be 18 when you start).
VAST
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ADULT HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATION
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said Evans.

The NTC Executive want to inform all NCN Elders that after much
consideration, that they regret to announce that bid that was put
forward at the recent Kamloops Elders Gathering, for NTC to host the
next Elders Conference in 2005, that NTC has withdrawn the bid to
host the 2005 Provincial Elders Conference. This decision was made
after concerns were raised to the Executive's attention, as well as other
information provided by the BC Elders Society, regarding the estimated
cost of hosting such an event, The NTC Executive continues to be
committed to supporting the NCN Elders in the future as they prepare
to host such an event,

moon. and

Kulleet Bay Drumbeats mixed with
cheers of joy as more than 50 large

else.

require

mmpuwr
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tides, the company has to compensate
DFO by creating habitat somewhere

anted beach cleanups, eel grass
planting and pulling out old pilings so
we compromised. TFN would get their
clam bed reseeded and DFO would get
their rock reef for worm habitat.
In rad-, to facilitate the artificial reef,
TFN Ha .nitric Bruce Frank made a
portion of his Ha- hulthi available for the
project and satisfying UFO

personal

2

River on July I8d. Those canoes then
traveled to Hat Springs Cove, where
Hesquiaht canoes joined and paddled to
Ahousaht and Tla- o- qui -aht territories
where more canoes joined. Canoes then

By David hinchan
Southern Region Reponer

and around the net pens impact worm
habitat. Even though the areas recover

Torino- Creative Salmon Company, a
small. local salmon fanning operation,
announced recently that it assisted Tlao- qui -aht First Nations (TFN) to resend
a popular clam beach in their traditional
territory as pan of a DFO permitting
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Tribal Journey paddles to Chemainus

explained. Fish feces collecting under

By Denise August,
Central Region Reporter

-

"Your Nuu -shah -ninth canoes
have indeed come a long way to
be here with us today," said

Chemainas Chief Councillor
Terry Sampson. "We are
honoured to welcome you and
your Nuu -chah -ninth people on
to our shores," he said.

The Nuu -shah -nulth Residential School Healing Project canoe prepares to leave Nanoose.
different Nations, we sang the some
all of our staff could have been a pan of
permission to come ashore into
this very powerful journey"
songs and our voices were one," she
Chematnus territory.
said. "It was fabulous."
Robinson added her thanks to donors
Nuu -shah -nullh canoes paddled into
pm. After 5 hours in the
hot sun, pullers were able to put their
feet in the sand after the protocol
ceremonies were complete, and walk to

Kulleet Bay at

I

high..

Nuu- chah -nulth canoes started their
long journey with Kyoto. leaving their

the
fora feast
Paddlers rested on Thursday, with
hundreds pitching tents on front yards
and grassy knolls around the Bay, and
enjoying a feast put on by the
Maakulshoot Nation that evening.
On Friday morning paddlers sang sunny

community on July 171h, and meeting
Mowachaht / Muchalaht canoes in Gold

songs as they paddled into a downpour
en roMe to Ladysmith, where the

from the Clayoquot Biosphere Trust
(CBT), and Quality Foods, and paddlers
Jerry Ohiman, David and Andrea
Wiwchar, Rosalie Brown, Julia Eaton,
Peggy Hill, Randy Fred, lack Little,
Irene Robinson, and Shawn Atleo, and
support crew Frank and Cathy Brown
and family,
-Bons a spiritual healing. I could really
feel our ancestors with us," said Rosalie
Brown from Tla- o-qui -aht. "We sang in
rough times and we sang in happy times,
and even though we were all from

After lunch, some canoes were put on
trailers, while others tamed around and
paddled back through Me pouring rain
to Kulleet Bay for a weekend full of
cultural displays and ceremonies. On
Sunday, paddlers packed up Meir
camping supplies and souvenirs, and
headed back to their home
communities, already planning for next
year's Tribal Journey event that will
itch back to south of the border to
Lower Elwa (near Pon Angeles).

1
1
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It Skippers from more than

50 canoes

followed ancient protocols and asked permission to come ashore into Chemainas territory.
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Ucluelet develops Seniors Housing
ley Denise August,

Central Region Reporter
Ueluelet- Seniors living in the Ucluelet
arca will soon hase the option of
residing in a local assisted living
complex thanks to the efforts of the Sea
view Seniors Housing Society.
According to Society Board Member Vi
Mundy of Ucluelet First Nations, ten
new units were allocated through the
Independent Living BC program, a
housing- for -health partnership that
moires the provincial and federal
merino, regional health
authorities, and the private and nonprofit sectors.

Seniors living In the Ucluelet
area will soon have the option of
residing in a local assisted living
complex thanks to the efforts of
the Sea View Seniors Housing
Society, according to Society
Board Member VI Mundy of

Ucluelet First Nations,
The first assisted living residence of its
kind in Ucluelet, Sea View Seniors
Housing will be located at Ray and
Larch. "This community bawd society
hopes to meet the need of local seniors
who need some assistance with daily
activities but wish to remain in their
home community," reads the Society
Press Release,
Seniors are finding that assisted living
is an excellent option to meet their
housing and personal care needs," said
Murray Call. Minister for Community,
Aboriginal and Women's Services and
Minister Responsible for Housing.
"They want to maintain their
independence by having their own
apamnens, but they also viol access In
personal cati who they need It -The
provincial government is working hard
to expand the range alarming options
available
ble to seniors, and to make
assisted living more accessible and
affordable throughout the province'
Described as the middle option
between home care and residential care,
the complex will feature self- contained
apartments where tenants receive
personal care services, such as meals,
housekeeping and laundry services,
recreational opportunities and 24 -hour
mspose system.
"We believe assisted living oven
saviors say to remain living in the
community by giving them the supports
they need to maintain their
independence," mid( roll "We am
committed to developing a range of
options like this so people can get on
with their lives even if they are
experiencing health problems," he said.
The Sea View Seniors Housing

Society was incorporated on July 10,
2000 for the purpose of providing west
coast seniors with affordable housing.
The society's board members all live in
Ucluelet and surrounding areas. Ucluelet
First Nation and Toquaht Nation each
have representatives on the Board.
Expected to open November 2005, the
ten units will be occupied on an asneeded basis determined mainly by age
and health of the tenant. All apartments
will be one -bedroom, banner free,
wheelchair accessible units of about 550
square feet each Tenants pay 70 per
cent of their after -tax income for their

nits.
The total capital cost of the project
including land, construction and
development fees and charges is
estimated to be approximately 52.1
million. The federal government,
through the Canada -British Columbia
Affordable Housing Agreement, will
contribute an upfront capital grant of
525000 per unit or a total of $250,000
for the project. This will serve to reduce
the amount of mortgage financing
required to complete the project.
The provincial government, through
BC Housing is providing interim
'on financing, guaranteed
take-out mortgage and monthly
operating subsidies for at least 35 years
when the mortgage will be paid off. In
the first year of operation, the monthly
operating subsidies from BC Housing
arc
'mated to total approximately
$100,000.
Vancouver Island Health Authority
(VIHA) is providing monthly operating
.subsidies towards hospitality services,
which in the first year of operation are
estimated to be approximately $45,000.
In addition, VIHA is providing personal
care
icon directly to the assisted
living residents of the project.
The Village of Ucluelet is donating the
land to the Society and forgiving
Development Cost Charges for the
project. In addition, Marine Drive
Properties Ltd., a local private developer
is contributing $21,000 towards
preparing the site for construction, which
includes clearing the land, and preparing
a level building site for the project.
The Society itself is providing cash
equity towards construction costs of
$60,000. In addition, a donation of
SI0,000 from the Army, Navy, and Air
Force Veterans Association will go
towards the construction cost of the
shared amenity area. The amenity areas
will be larger than necessary to support
the 10 assisted living units in the project
because it is planned to become a seniors
center for seniors living in Ucluelet and
to accommodate a second phase of about
10 nits planned sometime in the next 5
to 10 years as the seniors population in
Ucluelet increases.

Degruchy, Norton & Co.

Certified
General
Accountants

"Specializing in First Nations
taxation, auditing &

*lay R. Norton, FOGA,

CAFM

Cory McIntosh, CGA

CAFM, CFP

Bus.: (250) 724 -0185
Fax: (250) 724 -1774

Toll Free: (866) 724 -0185

strategic management
planning."
2nd Floor, 4445 Gertrude St.
Port Alberni, B.C.
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Lots of Summer Fun still left
at the Port Alberni Friendship Center
By HollyJoy

thin

For Ha-Shilth -Sa

Throughout the month of August there
am may exciting events taking place for
families and children.
There are a number of really great hips
planned to various places all over
Vancouver Island. These adventures
include the Wild Life Recovery Center in

Erington on August the loth This trip
is of no cost to the public and
transportation is available from the
Friendship Center.
locally there s also many goat cans
for families to take part in. Throughout
the weeks to come, the PAFC will have
workshops in Indiana! at, beading and
.

cooking. As well there will be a family
trip out to Stamp Falls on August 12th
for fend and exploration of the areal
As well, children and youth are invited
to take pan in the cultural activities that
are taking place. During the upcoming
month [hem will he grass and cedar hark

weaving on August 241h . and

a trip to go

trout fishing on August 26111
All the fun in the sun culminates on

August 271h with the Summer WindUp
party!! This fun in the sun party is an
incredible celebration just for kids, with
lots of food, games and fun to old the
summer festivities.
All of these mans are free, open to
everybody and transportation available
upon request. If you have any questions
ix would like to register or make
transportation arrangements, please call
Cheryl or Willard at 7234281.
Youth Activities
There are a variety of youth programs
that are continuing to rake place
throughout the summer at the Pon
Alberni Friendship Center. The youth
programs provide a safe, alcohol and
drug free environment for teens to drop
in and participate in a variety of
activities. Here youth from 12 - 18 years
old can socialize, talk to someone about
what is happening in their life or take
pan in recreational or educational
The ["Pour It Out" program continues
every Wednesday night at h foam This
program is dedicated to educating youth
around alcohol abuse. The group is
facilitated by A&D counselor Gordon
Fuller, "Pour It Out" centers around
developing tools for youth to make well
thought -out and informed decisions when
they are making choices about alcohol.
The program also vets around inn
community to educate paniccipanis that
there are a lot of super fun places out
[here that you don't need to drink at to
enjoy Recently the group has made trips
to the bowling alley and the billiards
club.
For youth athletes them is hockey and
basketball scheduled on Wednesday and
Thursday from 6:30pm - 10:00pm,
Friday at 7 :30pm - midnight and
Saturday from 3:30 - 10:00pm.. However
for those who do not wish to nankin,.
in sports, there is alms lounge you can
take advantage of to watch m
There are always youth events taking
place at the PAFC, all Mike or Daniel at
723 -8281 for more information on what
is happening, or stop by a pick up a
calendar.
Knee -Waas Reminder
Knee -Was House is open Monday
through Friday from 9:00 - 4:00. There
are many great drop in parenting

programs available, such as
ParenlCìrele, PaceotTalk which take
place on Wednesday afternoons from
12:00 - 1:30pm and Family Fun Time
which is Fridays from 12:00 - 1:30pm.
On Monday afternoons them is a
prenatal class from 2:00 - 3:30pm and
on Tuesdays "Line Bear Legends-.
featuring songs and stories in the Nuuchah-nulth language. As well there is a
Health Education Drop-In on Thursdays
from 12:00- 1:00pm.
A new edition to the services that
Knee-Waal provides is a program
called "Good Food Box ".
The program is designed to provide a
variety of healthy and nutritious foods
to people at an affordable price. The
cost is $20 per box, and is payable at
Knee -was on the last Wednesday of
the month. The boxes are available for
pick -up one week later.
Fm more information or to attend the
classes, stop by the Knee Wear house
at 3435

4111

Ave or call 723 -8281.

Gratitude from the Elders'
Committee and the PAFC
The PAFC Elders' committee would
like to thank all lie people who
supported their fund-raising efforts. Due
to the overwhelming community
support, the Elders were able to travel to
Kamloops and attend all the workshops
and evens taking place in their honour.
The fund-raising for this event has been
taking place since lam year. Most
recently however, the Elders committee
had focused on selling tickets for their
BIG raffle, The ticket sales for the raffle
were very successful due to the
incredible prize donations, and the
tremendous support from the public
tAu Nell as the awesome raffle, the
Elders Committee hosted a fund- raising
dinner and auction. To all those who
contributed to making this a prosperous
evening. your donations were very
muds appreciated and generated a great
deal of excitement amongst the crowd.
Your assistance to our fund- raising
effort was incredible and we cannot
thank you enough.
The Elders Committee and the PAFC
wish to extend special thank yours to all
the volunteers and staff who's diligence
was above and beyond the call of duty.
Super special thank you's must be
tended to Tim George who tended the
prize table, Willard Gallic Marshall who
was in charge of prize display, the
summer students (Linda Lambert,
Miranda Gs and Erica Seticher) who
sold auction tickers, Vi and Linda who
made all the food, Amy Barney for
handling the money during the auction,
and Deb Anon and HollyJoy Mason
who shared mixing duties for the
evenings festivities. We could not have
made it through the evening without
your support.
Most importantly the committee would
like to thank all those who mended the
event. Thank you for making this
evening so successful.
The Elder's Committee is open to
everyone, for more information of
joining and meetings please call the
Friendship Center at 723 -8281.
The Port Alberni Friendship Center
and the Chou -Kwaa Challenge
.

On July 191h approximately 1200
people gathered on the banks of the
Somas River to witness the first canoe
races taking place hem in over 50 years.
The Port Alberni Friendship Center

continued on next page
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Interfor Declares No Logging for 5 Years in Two Ahousaht Valleys
By Denise August,
Central Region Reporter
Claympun Sound- Interfor
(International Forest Products Limited)
recently declared that it would not
harvest timber in two pristine valleys in
Ahousaht traditional territory for a
period of five years.
The declaration says Interfor 'will not
proceed with any harvesting in the
Sydney and Pretty Girl pristine valleys
to allow time for the Provincial
Government and First Nations to
provide direction on the future use of
these areas ..from lune 2004 m.Iune
I

Noon

Interfor said it `will not proceed
with any harvesting in the
Sydney and Pretty Girl pristine
valleys to allow time for the
Provincial Government and First
Nations to provide direction on
the future use of these areas'.
The declaration says the company will
review the status of govertunent and
First Nations decisions upon expiry of
the declaration to 'assess what actions it
may take' and, in the interim, will assess
and work with environmental groups and
others in examining the full range of
conservation options of these areas.
The Friend of Clayoquot Sound
(FOCS), a local environmental group,
responded with their own press release
saying they are 'encouraged that Interior
has taken immediate pressure elf these
two valleys." They Call for Interior,
First Nations and Government to
establish a 'conservation financing
nrm.my.$lpr5',t save the valleys from
dustrial activity in the future and In
'provide an economic base for
Don MacMillan of Interior says the
declaration came as a result of anti-

logging campaigns in Japan, mainly by
Friends of Clayoquot Sound.
The Declaration was intended to put
into citing Interior's commitment to
responsible planning processes and give
peace of mind to International markets.
lie says the declaration does not address

PAFC News
continued from previous page
team - (luld matin, which means friend.,
would liketo thank alll of those who
came out and joined in the fun. A special
(honk you must first go to the
Hupacasath First Nation for hosting such
a wonderful event, it was a privilege and

opportunity for all
ruse 1n a
cl
of the Oowatin team.
The team consisted of; Shaman Van
-in

Volson - who was the team captain (the
rest of the team would like to say thank
you very much no Shaman for all she did
before, during and after the practices and
race day), Gordon Fuller, Isobel Mickey,
Lori Gardiner, Delavina Lawrence, Mark
Sutherland, Hollylcy Ninon, Bonnie
Lasle, Phyllis Moreno, Mark Laclos Lisa
Hrasenor and the team drummer, Slade.
Everyone did an awesome job and had a
lot of fun!!
The PAFC would also lice to amplify
their gratitude to the Pon Alberni
Friendship enter itself, especially the
Executive Dire
- Cyndi Swam and
the PAFC Board members. Thank you
for enabling us to participate to this
marvelous day!!

preservation or 'conservation financing
arrangements'.
'This
his is a topic the ENGO's have been
pushing. It (conservation financing
arrangement) is about raising money
around the world to pay people not to
orbiodiversity
log (ie:
credits)," he explained.
Interior has no immediate plans for
logging the two valleys because
watershed planning for the area, a
recommendation of the Science Panel
Report, is not complete In their
declaration Interfor says 'Clayoquot
Sound is the home to several First
Nations groups who have legal rights
with their traditional
s'aced
ritories (the Provincial Government
and First Nations are currently in the
process of trying to settle treaty related
issues)'.
Interfor, says MacMillan, put these
assurances in writing with the
declaration to give International
customers peace of mind; to demonstrate
the company's willingness to wait for
G
mm t and First Nations to finish
the plan.
Diego Garcia, FOCS Campaigner, says
'conservation financing armament is a
term still being defined. Derived from
work on Central coat'. explains Garcia
"where at lease eleven First Nations rea
the Central and North Coast regions. and
HaidaGwa arc currently working with
philanthropic foundations, environmental
organizations, and other groups towards
"e
anon financing"
a framework
with respect to land nuse outcomes These
groups, he says, fiord management of
conservation areas determined by First
Nations.
Ile ays the conservation financing
arrangement would allow for economic
development activities in the defined
area that are non -industrial. "We arc not
seeking imposed conservation areas," he
says, "but something that works for
communities." There are people out
here, h says, wining to invest
considerable amounts to such a project.
Conservation, he continued, can compete
with industry in terms of bringing
economic benefits to the community.
The areas being considered for
ecological conservation on the coast,

-n.,,

)
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Greenpeace activists chained themselves to machinery during the
fight to save Clayoquot Sound from logging (June 21, 1996).

40 Ave,
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have stated that they would like to hear
more information regarding the
potential for local conservation
" Ahousaht Chief
Councilor Keith Atleo and Central
Region
hair Shawn Allen were not
available for comment.
FOCS claim the Conservation Trust
Fund being developed on the Central
Coast expects to raise nearly $200
million lobe invested into the eleven
First Nations involved. If successful,
they say the interest alone may provide
permanent employment for dozens of
people.
They say similar model for
Clayoquot Sound will not be easy,
'requiring the leadership and vision of
First Nations,' however, he claims, the
high ecological value of unlogged
forests here raises potential for

Garcia explains, are not to be parks, but
are area that are open to traditional and
cultural uses, non -timber forest products,
amlourian. and other ecologically
sensitive
datives. The areas are to be
established as off- limits to industrial
impacts such as logging and mining, and
arc to be designated by First Nations
with advice from native experts and
western scientists.

The Friends of Clayoquot Sound
(FOCS), are calling for Interfor,
First Nations and Government to
establish 'conservation
financing arrangement' to save
the valleys from industrial
activity in the future and to
'provide an economic base for
communities.'
:n

The Central Region First Nations, of
which Ahousaht is pan. are majority
owners of their own logging company,
'sank Farm Resources Ltd., which
operates in its ossn Tree Farm License
C57, in Clayoquot Sound.

The Friends of Clayoquot Sound have
Ahousaht councilors and
Os'with
mlle earlier this year and, according
c Garcia, discussed conservation
financing with them.
"Several chiefs expressed interest and
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Huge Rsponse to National Aboriginal

located at 3555
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Although the team did not place ìn the
top three, they did not go home empty
handed. The PAFC dressed up in a
Hawaiian theme and took home the prize
for best costumes. A special thanks to
Fantastic Events and Fabrics for
supplying the grass skirts and tropical
flowers for the team.
Klecol Kleco!
Day
The PAFC scoff, board members and
volunteers would like to extend a warns
and heartfelt thank you to all of this
years National Aboriginal Day
participants.
These wem approximately 500 people in
attendance, ranging from babies to
Elders. All of the attendants are held in
the highest esteem, and it was a jeer to
see so many new faces - as well as
familiar ones out and enjoying
themselves, Kleco! Kleco!
The Port Alberni Friendship Center is

C

T

Long dark hair, brown eyes.

n44
uag,

,

She was wearing n
black skirt, hark top.
high black boots.
A silver hooped necklace.
Tattoo of a band of flowers
with a heart in the middle on
her right new

T,a

y

Last seen in the Jingle Pot
area June 17, 2002,

tf

Lisa Marie Young

b
If

The TLA- O- QUI -AHT Band
is offering a CASH REWARD
OF $11500
for information leading to the location of
LISA MARIE YOUNG

one ha seen Lisa or has information as to her possible whereabouts plea
call RCMP in Nanaìmo (22 5017512345 or any RCMP Detachment.
Donations to

Moses Martin

Marie

'knot

Gall

Smirch

F.. can be nut.

maos.m

at (250) 725-2765 or Carol Martin H80)725-3389
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The Nuu -chah- nulth Healthy Lifestyle Challenge
Al the Hanson Work

Session held in

Gold River in July 2004, a challenge
was put out mere participants The
challenge is to do what it takes to have
a healthy lifestyle
Charlie ('odes stood up during the
Ability Fair Presentation and stated that
he hm'Meyer weighed the amount that
he currently does and he is not happy
with this and wants to make changes"
in his lifestyle.

f

Jerry Jack told the audience hat he
"may look healthy, but that underneath
he is not healthy ". Ile said that he can
"no longer get away with eating junk
food" and that he haste make changes
He mentioned that he has trouble with
diabetes and blood pressure and recently
also suffered with gout.
These two Nuu -chap -nulth Leaders arc
among the five people who have
accepted the challenge to making

Tofino- Employees of Pacific Rim
National Park Reserve (PRNPR) will
be in a legal strike position on August
13 if Park, Canada and its 4,800
(acres. Canada) unionized workers fail
to reach a negotiated settlement.
The Public Service Alliance of Canada
(PSAC) says they have been attempting
to negotiate with Parks Canada for
early a year
such issues as wage
increases, job security, work/life
balance, and health and safety in the
workplace. They claim their workers
ram much as 20% less than their
counterparts n the private and other
public sectors.

Employees of Pacific Rim
National Park Reserve (PRNPR)
will be in a legal strike position
on August 13 if Parks Canada
and its 4,800 (across Canada)
unionized workers fail to reach a
negotiated settlement.
According to a Parks Canada preen
release, their recent offer, which was
rejected by the PSAC, is estimated to
be worth more than 828 million over
three yeah' The Agency has not
proposed any Ructions to existing
employee salaries and benefits. "We
are continuing
timing to review PSAC's
demands, which are in excess of $100
million dollars, and in some cases
represent pay increases ranging from
25 to 42 % over three years. We look
forward to resuming negotiations as
soon as possible."
Unable to reach a negotiated
settlement, Parks Canada and PSAC
began a conciliation board process on
July 12, aimed at reaching a negotiated
agreement. The repo. delivered
August 0. identified several potential
areas where continued progress can be
made; however, it is the boards
observation that The two pan
were
miles apart with respect to pay s
proposals' and that 'they are not even
on the same planet.'

NUU1.T14-"NU RSINCx PROGRAM
Water safety for small children
N.T.C. Nursing Updates /Schedules:

ggg
1

Pacific Rim National Park Staff set to strike
By Denise August,
Cenral Region Reponer

You will be able to follow Ile progress of
those who have accepted this challe,e
Part of the
r ce
nt that each participant
is making imiuebsesharing their successes
through articles and pictures in the Ha
Shdth Sa. Stay posted for more
information on this challenge and team
ways to make your lifestyle healthier!

The report reads in pan: 'PSAC has
rejected Parks Canada's offer of a
mutative salary increase.' nine per
cent for general laborers and continues
to demand cumulative incrases as high
as early 43 %. It is not surprising that
the board feels 'both unable and
unwilling to make a recommendation
with respect to pay," says a Parks
Canada press release.
Employees will bq in a. legal strike
amnion seven days after the report is
tabled. In the meantime the two panics
agreed to meet August 11 and 12 in an
effort to settle the dispute
A parks spokesperson said impacts on
Pacific Rim National Park due to a strike
would not he known until the strike
rally happens. A general strike,
where all employees walk off the job

could jeopardize public health and safety
and would probably result in the closure
of Green Point Campground. Striking
workers, understandably, forfeit pay and
this would impact several Nuu ehahnorth employees of the park as well as
summer students. Fuller, businesses in
Clayoquot Sound would likely lose a
good portion of the lucrative wrist
season a visitors avoid labour strife.

Striking workers,
understandably, forfeit pay and
this would impact several Nuu chah-nulth employees of the park
as well as summer students.
Further, businesses in Clayoquot
Sound would likely loge. good
portion of the lucrative tourist
season as visitors avoid labour
strife,
Greg Kingdom, Parks Communications
Officer says cleaning and garbage pickup in the parks would probably be the
first impacts but says nobody really
knows until the strike takes place. Gaby
Fortin, Director General, Parks Canada,
says "essential staff have been
designated in the event of a strike such
as key Park Wardens and they are

developing comings.. lans to
maintain the highest possible level of
service during any wok stoppage."

'

TO ALL NUU- CIIAII -N ULTA
We the people of the Nuu -chat -ninth
nation have to work with empowerment.
We all are now going through a lot of
struggles in our lik surrounding us all.
We all need to work together positively
not negatively. We can't be enemies with
one another. We arc losing our language,
traditional ways m the generations are
corning.. It is important for each of us to
pass down our strong values to our
children. I was taught with lots of

respect I give all my credits to my
grandma Ada Williams. She always told
me to be who I am not be someone else.
It hurts me to see a lot of negative vibes

surrounding our first nations. You all
have to have strong will power to stand
up for yourself.. It is no fun watching all
band fighting amongst each other who is
going to get what...I have lived in Ilk
city because of personal stuff happened
on reserve that is why ì don't go
here...I
want all you first nation
people to think serious of what I am
saying...I really care for all of you!
...You all know I am lack Johnson's
daughter.. .1 am proud to be of Ohiaht,
Mowachaht, Hesquiahl Nation.
Grandparorh were later Johnny and Ada
Williams Mowachaht, Ed and Mably
Nookemus (Ihiaht, Paul and Margaret
Johns n..Hesquiaht.There has been too
many negative vibes going amongst each
hand all I ant to see is the First Nation
to become powerful in themselves It is
going to be a sad thing if we
in my
generation I can not speak our language.
We all had lost our traditional ways
because some people changed it They
added some songs and look songs from
people who owned them that is not
right.. .We should respect others in ways
and ask them to use their
That
eludes the dances too- I love people...I
love going to Maht -Malts and walk in
with a Mg smile on my face Why? I am
so proud to be First Nation. I am so
proud to walk over to all of you and hug
you and say HI how are you? Hove
meeting new people. introduce myself
to who I see that is new. I had been the
first one of my late grandmother Ada
Williams to do the Kla -ha -so dance and
lost it to my sister as it hurt me not to he
able to don the dance I was never
introduced as one of the first ones to do
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healthier lifestyle changes. The others
include: Delores Bayne, David Dennis
and Barney Williams.
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Nuu -chah- nulth -aht who
have vowed to make
healthier lifestyle choices
include (1 -r) Barney
Williams, Charlie Coot(.
Sr., Jerry Jack, David
Dennis and (above)
Delores Bayne. Will you
been the next to take up
the challenge?
that dance and believe it is not fair.. I
have my own mask which was
presented to me from my cousin
because he seen
my eyes that had
my hopes an dreams of the mask that
my late grandmother Ada wore. So he
made me my own and it is the exact
duplicate of y grandmothers x
monk...) le presented the mask to me on
Sept 21,2001 on my birthday which was
my late mother Mary Rose Johnson's
Memorial Potlatch...I want to pass the
mask someday l the someone who is
interested m the dance...) ,faced the "'
dance at my grandma Ada's when I was
I1 yrs old. I went to Neal] Bay to dotthe
dance there at the Potlatches and in Port
Alberni want to be acknowledged for
the dance not hidden as it is not fair for
me.. I love dancing with all the Bands
as you all have seen ire Heap,.
II

1

1

Mowachaht, Kyuqunt, Ahousatt,
Ohraht, T shahs. among other bands.. I
am so honored that I have he
opportunity to dance with everyone of
you. feel my spirit rises above or
when I dance. I feel like an eagle Hying.
With power and strength. Life has to
any precious memories where we all
into plan
t
our next generation.
It is important to focus on our children.
They are the ores who are going to face
the ways of our traditional values
is
very important for us to leach our
children before it is too laic we all are
spoiled now by the mumulthnee as we
depend on
rial stuff now which we
did not have to e do long time ago.
value my dad lack Johnson He has great
wisdom in him and I have a lot of
respect for him. I would like the
Mowachaht m acknowledge my dad as
he is the elder there also and not ignore
him. We were taught to respect and love
our gamin no matter what and that is
what I have done. I hold the most
important Ming in my life and it is my
d...1
Ile tell stories to me that just
amazes me from way hack when it is
interesting to hear awesome traditional
ways that my dad was taught. My late
mother Man was a powerful lady who
had also great wisdom. She valued life
to the most .She knew a lot with
government issues and traveled to
places sheen I have never been before. I

Submitted by Mary MeXeogh, CHN

You can lower the temperature of the her
water heater or put anti -scald devices on

Did you know?

your taps.

Young children are at high risk of
drowning because they can move
quickly but do not understand danger.
A baby or young child can drown in
only 4 centimetres (1M inches) of
water!
Young children most often drown in
these water hazards:
Home swimming pools
Bathtubs
Rivers and lakes
Hot tubs, ditches, ponds, sewage
lagoons and canals
Children learn to swim at different
ages. Your child always scads close
adult supervision when she is
swimming or playing in water.
Swimming and water safety lessons are
important and useful. A good swimming
program teaches water safely as well as
swimming skills. Swimming lessons
will not necessarily protect your child
from drowning. Children who have
swimming lessons may be
and take more risks. Do not assume that
your child is able to swim without your
supervision.

How to prevent drowning
Always slay right beside your child
under 5 when he or she is in the
bathtub- Do not leave your child alone,
not
n for a few seconds. Use a small
baby' bathtub to wadi your baby. That
way, your baby cannon slip beneath the
robber bath mat or tan -slip
sinters in the bathtub to prevent falls.
Toddlers and infants should be within
an arm's length of an adult when they
are around water (pools, bathtubs,
Use

a

beaches, etc).

Lower the temperature of the hot water
'n your home to 49 degrees Celsius
120

degree)

water that

is

to prevent scalds. Tap
too hot can hum like fire.

To learn more,

call

1

888 SAFE T:

www.safekidscanada.ca
swimming pool hold on to your
baby /toddler a all times in the water.
Do not use floating toys such as inner
tubes or water wings in water that is
deeper than your knee, They give a
child n false sense
Parents and pool owners should get
training in first aid and cardiopulmonary
In

a

...wily.

resuscitation (CPR). They should also
have an ememency action plan
If Mere is a water hazard nearby, do not
lave your child under 5 in the care of
anyone without adult supervision.
Do not let children under 5 into a Hot
Tub, not even with an adult. The water
may be lm hot for your child, and may
have a high level of chlorine Cover your
hot tub rightly ..hen you are not using ìt.
Your child should not be able to open
the cover.
For extra safety, put your child in a
personal flotation device when he or she
plays in or near water (such as at a
beach, on a dock, or in a swimming
pool). The personal floatation device
should also have a label that says it
meets Canadian safety standards.
If yyou want to get tour young
ou
child
involved in t other organized water
activities,
'es, look for programs that help
build confider. in your child and
educate you about water safety.
Children should be at least four years
old before they take part in formal

,

swimming lessons.
The programs of Red Cross Water
Salary Services provide swimming and
water safety lessons for infants, toddlers,
children, teens and adults.
Prevention teaches us to Prepare! Stay
Safe! and Survive!
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continued on page
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Are you or a family member
in the hospital?

a

patient

If you would like to see one of as remember you

hoer Mask for
list you with the fallowing:

us and

we can
Assist with discharge planning
Work with our community for clear communication and ease of discharge
Be an advocate on your behalf
Explain health are issues
Provide support to you and your family during your hospital stay
Access

NLH.B,

CENTaAI REGION:
Mary McKeogh - Hot Springs Cove every Tuesday, otherwise at the Ucluelet
Health Clinic. Chris Curley - Tla- o- qui -aht plus one day per week focus on Sex
Education and Prevention of Sexually Transmitted Diseases for all Nuu -chah -ninth
communities. Barb Flynn
currently filling in for the Ahuusaht nursing services.
i SOUTHERN

to

Ina Seiteher

Available Monday- Friday lam .- 3:30pm

Northern Region

:

NORTHERN REGION:
Moira Havclka - is providing nursing services in

of Tsaxana every Tuesday and Thursday, otherwise
River Clinic. This

is

Ina

Advocate Nurse
Ph: 723 -2135 ex1.1109

Vancouver, BC
David Clellamm
First Nation Advocate
Ph: (604) 8753440

the ammunity
she can be reached at the Gold

subject to change according to meetings, workshops etc.

,

er-"e)

Two brothers from the
g,Mowachaht/Muchalaht Nation are looking ¡*I3r(
4
I
for a permanent family. Curtis is fifteen, d31111511
and likes riding his bike, kayaking,
listening to music and reading. He is friendly and outgoing
and has a good sense of humour. Chad is eight years old and
is a delightful boy who enjoys skiing skateboarding
bicycling and swimming. If you are interested in knowing
more about these boys please contact Darlene Thoen at 250724 -3232 or Kathryn Grant at 250 741 -5713.
(false names have been used)

Family Ties
If you

- Ucluelet

are pregnant or have a young baby come

visit our exciting program! We

offer drop-ins with topics and guest speakers of interest to new parents. As
expectant mom you can receive imliodual counseling and free nutritional

an

supplements.

Where? Family Ties, Davison's Plaza, Ucluelet
When? Tuesday from 10:30 am to 12:00 pm.
How? Drop in or call: Margaret Monism. Outreach Counselor

Its

726 -2224

Family Ties - Tofino
If you

are pregnant or have a young baby come visit our exciting program! We
offer drop -ins with topics and guest speakers of interest to new parents. As an

expectant mom you can receive individual counseling and free nutritional
supplements.

Where? Tofino Community Hall
When? Every Tuesday from 11:30 to 1:30
How? all: Laurie Hannah (Outreach Counselor). Health Unit at 726 -4242.

Nuu -chah -nulth Nursing Program Contact List
Northern Region

First Nation

Contact Number

Mom 1-1.aka, CHN

Mrwachaht/MNnchalaht

Mane: 250-283-2M2
83 -2

Phone, 250
Plume- 350-061 -0224

R.d

tins.

Central Region
Pon Alberni, BC
Stitcher. First Nation

Dilidaht and Knee -Was.

First Nation Advocate Nurse- Hours: 7:00am 3:30pm @ West Coast
Cenerai Hospital. Phone: 723 -2135 ext. 1109

Donna lemon.
tins Robs.

as needed

REGION:

Penny Cowan is moving into a new office /e(tenh. at the Bread of Life. This will
provide more nursing space for more nursing activities at the Bread of Life. Penny
is at the Bread of Life our Monday and Wednesday mornings. Penny is at
Hupac Bath Tuesdays. Anne' Muller Home Care Nurse for the Southern Region
and Community Nurse for Uchucklesaht will be making community visits as needed
for client assessment and service. Jody Vos continues to provide services to
Tseshaht and
-strati (Thursdays). Liz Thomsen continues to provide services

Ayuquot

M

Phone

t

vi)

me, Mors)

25- 332 -5269

Stay

Mc Keogh
Christine Curley

Ucluelet
spiny.
Fs. iu:vOpìtsaht

Item Flynn( anal)

Ahouwhi

Mary Rimmingum

Hot Stungs/Ahousahf

Phone: 200-226-299)
Phone: 250-725,32 or 726 -5240
Phone. 25n.,70 Ól,06
Phone: 250- 725 -2051

Liz Thomsen
Anew: Muller

DitidahPAiC/PA

Phone. 250723 -21a5

Jody

Tsenhaht
Bread of Life

Southern Reeioe
Campbell River, BC
Sandy Miller,
Aboriginal Liaison Nurse
Ph: (250) 286 -7050

Voicemai1: 830 -8865

Nanaimo BC
Santana Rose

Aboriginal Liaison Nurse
733 -6578
pager It 716 4001
1- 250

Victoria, BC

Port Hardy BC

Cora lacks.

Beth Scow
Aboriginal Liaison Nurse
-250 949 3440

Aboriginal Liaison Nurse
Ph: (250) 370 -8847
Pager:

4134124

1

cell- 2300335

Vs

Penny Cowan

UchaaklesahiiPA

All Rceien
Lynne West

Phone: 250- 283 -22639

Ito Seiteher

WeGH

Phone: 250- 723 -222135

NTC Office
Jeannette Watts
Lisa Sam
Melanie shaker
Matilda thym

Phone: 250-724 -5757

rxt

1
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Mould like to wish
Our niece
Tamara Nicole
Sheens a happy
16M birthday on
august 20th. Many

Birthdays and Congratulations
IMwswer

would like lo wish our momma (aka
Lady) Ibidem Watts A Happy Belated
Birthday! Love you Ires! Love always
your girls, Gina, Claudine & Courtney.

t

WO

August 18th 2004 - FRANCIS ROVE
JOHN A very Special Uncle
Happy Birthday to you dear uncle
You are very special to me and my
family,
You hold your head up high on this

-

lust like to wish my
crazy wild child! a
big happy hill
birthday on August
Roth. Love you
Bayonne! Love

.

mon

çk

ere

Shout

August 31, Gave a woo day Jolene:)
my olden son Simon Joseph :l thanks
on for awning home for or birthday. Your
brushers and miss you alul and look forward
sit :tall my love Jessie Joseph.
t mu nun
Ihappy birthday August 2 Dora toe.
August 20 Jacob Puler & Ilaper Anniversary
Betsy & Dean Potter. Low Wilson family.
July
31
birthday
Happy
amide Nancy hope you enjoyed your cake as
enjoyed mine, love niece Vio. Happy birthday
August s uncle Harvey. Love Casa Michael,
Marvin jar, Violet. Happy birthday auntie
Dorothy Wilson August 15 we love you whole

T

I

I

Because what I have to say...
You are very unique to a whole lot
Not just me, but it's you we got..
Uncle you are a very hard
Worker, but hold this card...
BECAUSE words alone can't say enough

You're the best uncle
Happy Birthday to you...
Love hugs and kisses
Your niece Carol Mattersdorfer and
family of Ahousaht, First Nation.
Happy belated birthday to our sun Curtis
Duane Dick, July 23, 2004, hope you enjoyed
our day. Love mom& dad. Alms, Ms Mona
hope you behaved!
Happy birthday to Auntie Nora in Pon
Renfrew and coy 1 dam down in Doh River... I
know your birthdays are in July, but wherever
you are hope you enjoyed your day! From

Violet, Lisa, Michael, Marvin

bunch.

August 4th, To Sal. Whatever you do,
vkere ever you go. I hope I am with you.
Frey your birthday!!! From ykw,
Happy birthday to Russell Taylor, also
happy anniversary to Russell & Martha Taylor.
Ilipe you two enjoy the day.
Aug 18th Happy birthday to Uncle Roye
fmm all of us an the whom office, enjoy your
Aug. 13ín: Happy birthday to the 'Goad
tine Nancy from the other one!!
Aug.

19111.

Happy birthday, to Joe ice

from auntie Dad & Uncle Alec,
Aug. 20th Happy Birthday to our
daughter Ina Lou. 'fake care love a from mom
& dad
1
would like to wish some very petal
people a very Happy
Happy Binhay for the month of

August
would like to wish my son Richard
.mph avery Happy' 12. birthday for August
1

t

5rn. hope

your day was

a

good one son.

I

am

.o proud Dula way you are taming into such
fine young man, always willing to help me
wig
nun :)
your
your brother
card son, hope
VsV and Biz on your Ica reP

a

a

a

n

n

gig year in grade 3 this year son J
Next would like its wish Stacy Ambrose
en I wren Binhay M August 6B, l leppy
Roman Stacy Hupe you have a good one:!
Happy Hinhs: to Katherine Ambrose on
the 13. of August wow preschool already :1
Happy Birthday 10 my baby Michael
tooth on August 22nd. going to be Io now
holy molt', seems like los 100
yesterday... oh scot
101. Hope you ge everything you ask for tan.
an wog o c mpleing your ammo sports
camp, l am sure glad u had a ball. lam so
proud of your A's an B's also on your last
the goad work win:) haw
repro
a blast on year last year at elementary school
son:)
Happy Birthday to knells- Smith o

u

have

a

I

colt..

I

would like to wish

my pal, Joe Jules a
happy belated b
day, on August 3rd.
Hope you had
great day! your
friends Tenia and
asey.

Jr,

Danny, sister Pearl.
Very special happy 7th birthday to our
'Princess' Kyle C.R. Sara. Babe, have a great
day August 13th You're our special Babe. We
love you with all our hearts. Lave Dad, Mom,
Ables & Jr.
Congratulations to our son Scottie Sara on
receiving an N T C Scholarship. Son we are

alma Keep up the hard work Keep
reading those books, remember son, it all pays
off. You made your family very proud. W
love you. Love always Dad, Mom, Jr, Kyle.
and Grandpa Pd ffi Grandma Ruth.
Congramlmions to Parker & Dane on
their new addition to the family nee, we are
so proud

I

Dart.

very happy for you
Freda,

Rabin.

@

your Iii' family! Daniel

Sham,.

We would also like to congr

Byron

gun

Charlie, Charity @ Gina Mack for gra duating
from high school Nis year. We sure hope you
all decide to further your education, don't let

anything hold you back. Grandpa tiara .stated
to
once before. -The most important thing
is
n being successful
you ec
Education.-haOnce again we wish you the best
the world has to °Mr. arced any cbalinge &
Grp along! We are very proud of your
plishmen Uncle Willie, Janet & Posy
're. proud of you for you positive influence,
we hove you @ miss you, Daniel, Freda, Kelvin
@

Sham.

would like to say Happy nth Amiseran
edo Charlie on August
o my loving wife Alfredo
8th. abb..., happy Anniversary! GOO.. wow
I

another year has passed m by, and the best peon
is l couldn't have doe this without yen. Every
day we grow closer @ closer together @having

Shanygirl puts the icing right on the
cake. All in all wish us oohing but the ben
for do next year.
ppy Anniversary Alfredo.
Kelvin

@

1

1

love you very mush.. Daniel Charlie.
Oersted b-days to due following:

Delia

iii

Babyee(Christian), Shills tir
2rst nepbk
boy Nate IJabberjawsd Mom on the 29 we

weird day.

we love you
very much! Dad we hope you had a good day
too! heheheh happy anniversary too! just
kidding we hope everyone had
a

very

.pease.

biMday

this

year and wish

may

more to

Lore Freda, Daniel, little Malvin,
Shannygirl

ke

Lit "E

'

oh yeah, Auntie Ann

we hope you cclebratcd your birthday with No
& joy, best wishes for the next year.

Happy Belated Birthday to my gorgeous
niece on July 24,2004 Well their Shook

Frank, proud daughter of my sister (:sin John
I
know that you really
and Irvin Frank.
enjoy. your day and you are our undone.
You ar special in our hearts also okay.
Mom eMew that we love you and care for
yom
Love from your family Mr and Mrs
Donald Mattersdorfer and your cousins.
Hey hey.. Happy Birthday to Peter
Williams husband for my cousin Marlene Ane
Williams. Anyway I heard it was your

Were

"Many more to

Neat

Calvin
proud son Only cousin Bonnie
Charlie and John (icvrgc on August 8th, MOT.
teenager! Love from
Mane more to come
m rand MaOCrsdo, fyr aunt Alice John and
families ofAllousaht.
Ilppy Birthday to my friend Darlene
Dick on August 13, 2004. Well Darl, sure hope
you have a good one my friend Many more to
come. You are very blessed to have. From your
friend Carol Mattersdorfer.
To Nancy Titian on August 13. 2004 gees
what 18 years old now. Happy Birthday to you
happy birthday to you. I remember been at the
hospital for your mom to be supportive for you
So you ere very
using inn this world.
From your
special to me today Nancy.
relatives the Mattersdorfets.
Happy belated 22nd Birthday to our baby
Lamina Lucas Mock for July 3 1st. Lave Mom,
your dad Eyes, also your daughter Lakisha.
Happy belated 24th birthday to our other baby
Eyes Jr.
Love Mom, Your dad and niece

Wash.
would hike to congratulate Rick & Sylvia
on their new unsaid. our third granddaughter
on July 31, 2014, weight 516s II ounces. A
sister for Shawnmye, her name is McKenzie
Anne Mack. Welcome ro our world and life
granddaughter McKenzie Anne Mack. All our
love Grandpa and Grandma Mack.
Happy So? Birthday lei my sister Judy Toe
on August 10th.
Happy- Birthday to foe
McDonald and her win brother Mike
McDonald for August PM. Happy 19m belated
to Barbara Rose for July 28th. Happy 30'!
Birthday to niece July Anne Jimmy for August
3. happy Birthday to F'uphrasia Dick on
August 9. Many more sivin -Hw. All my love
I

Fanny Mack

'our sister &

auntie.

-

..

-

n

o

would like to wo.h a very happy
birthday to my brother Charles Sr &
Candice (aka Chock & Candi) for this
month. Have lots of fun, and audio.
come home before summer is over!
Might. Lots of love xjxtx your sis
Molly & toffs. Chris & Dorian.
Son (Dorian)
SPORTSother set of
lessons.
swim
army is so
happy with your
I
i
i
b i g
accomplishments
for my baby boy who jus recently tamed

moll,.

-

Chris I just want to say from the bottom
of my heart Yin so awesome to see your
dedication to ice hockey & lacrosse".
the top to Victoria for the final lacrosse
may was so much fun!! Big brother
you are a very very good role model to
your one ñ only baby bro Dorian. My
boys "i love you both so much" Also to
Christine & Mark (aka: Grandma &
Grandpa) Kleco 'Deco for providing
lov
care to Chris on the last night of
lacrosse. While Dorian and I travelled
back home, you both so willingly
offered your support and took care of
him for the night. Once again thank
yola!! lots of love Molly & grandsons
Chris- & Dorian And finally, Champ &
bear.. summer is almost our
back in, sports begin, eooh000, has a
season of ice
blast this corn
hnekoy__Swim lesson andsall that good
stufF big bear hang .b, love. mum,
..,.

CkIs coawoulldlie
congratulate

my daughter
April Thomas & Lawrence John on the arrival
of their twins. liar lovely boys names are
Lawrence Frederick Irvin Vincent Thomas,
boo April 28, 2004 C? 1:24 Am, 2nd twin is
Peter Daniel Francis <'hancellor Thomas born
Proud
April 28, 2004 04 1:30 Am.
Danny
Deborah
John,
Combo is Leona &
Thomas & Irvin Frank. Love Always your
Mom & Dad. brothers & sisters.
Congratulation to our baby Mohr
Richard & Denise for their special day Mat 13,
2000 There wedding was in b0010. ee. hove
allays your sister Debbie & family.
C'ongravulainn to our nephew Steven Ray
Frank on your graduation 1m, 05, 2004. We
love you son. From uncle Irvin and auntie
Deborah SE family.
Congratulation to our nephew Gary
!sin June
Lawrence Thomas on your
I2, 2001. Way to go nephew we one you lots.
hove auntie Deborah & Irvin & family.
Congratulation to our sister Janice and
brother Francis on Heir new arrival, my sister
bad her baby 2 hours and &minutes More her
niece April. laden Marcella Irene Frank was
loom April 27, 2004 fn 1B u lin. Love your
sister
rte Deborah. bus Irvin @ family.
Thank you to our sister Dora Frank for
allowing us to be with you an your journey for

n

Simple enough through the imagining of
televisions that show us what the war is
about what we have to fight for in order
to survive
The movies they show for our children at
an early age
Jack is always a hem lack never gives
up nor is he ever stopped not even by the

Lets us take a walk to the wild side
Lets us walk together and face the
sorrow and despair
Let us face ignorance and self-

giant

des.
It

is a place

Is this

reflection on how our people
have to live up to?
Like the movie says " Why he you while
you
Is this the way the ancestors of history
have raised us io give ìn- to be weak or
To be powerless and be like jack a
unstoppable hem... did they know
about this jack?
Well this is only a fable of jack he has
many stones to tell

that no -one is willing to

face

This is a place of darkness of all
destruction
Why is this place so evil why is this
place

»dads"'

It says come with me my friends come
and I will take you under my wing.
I will give you and coat you with

All

the treasures and assets

of this

world
I will make you famous and best of all
will make you Miter than anyone else

I

you come across
Them is a catch to this and there is
way to give you everything
You so much desire but first you must
want it?
You must become one and you must
forget about everyone else in order to do
this
You must obtain selfishness and most of
all you must obtain the knack for moneyfor money buys you everything
You
much desire in this world.
Here s is a taste of ìt- you can drop

everything
and go out leave everything behind after all happiness' is in your best interest
is it not?
Happiness means loosing everything
from your home to your family is it
not?
Leaving behind the factors of life -what
does this matter
it only offers brief visit on this earth
Nun the light goes out forever.
Darkness' is the loss of sprit it
overpowers the mind heart sprit and
soul
It builds on its own energy and is
quickly picked up by others that travel in
the same boat
So doll worry you will not be alone In
this darkness
there shall be others who want the same
.

f

August 20th, Happy 91h Birthday To
Sly Son Christopher Williams!!! wow
son where does time go, "your 9
today!!! You have a Rock'n day you
hear. I know you will enjoy your day,
but... you and Sks let be have OK.
LOL....jk....xlxlx mum & Dorian.
mile walk. We enjoyed spending time
with you. Can't wait until next year

the

I

walk

By Norma Ann Webster

in

y Jeered c
Mrs. Marlene Williams t of Ahousa and Mr
Poor Williams 'Harpy 28th Anniversary"
ow looking good sister! Many more to one
okay. Love .our sister Carol Matersdorfcr.
Donald and family
Happy Birthday to William Mack 381h
laa. Nan% work so
BOW, on August
hard now there my friend. Always know your
a good provider, and an excellent role for your
cdlildten. Fmm the Mattersdorfer Family.
Happy 41st Binhay to my Friend and
ire Dick August lath. 2004
neighbor
Many more to come my dear friend. From
August 7th. 2x14

a

on the Wild Side"

II

cousin.

From the Mattersdorfer household and
your family and Mends
peppy 13th Birthday to my nephew

y

Charlie (38th) holy mother of Moses! Another
year under that belts Pct. & Brandon Charlie
ICnndeeets boys,. dos W. Charlie (Happy

hope you bad

20.

birthday on August 01,

and

Casey

"Rebuild On Fears and take

rn& young lady now! Lose
more to
auntie Tanis and uncle Casey.

dad (Tanis Rob, and

.

poets nook

1

happy Birthday to our hum :grandma
Lama for August F. We love you lots end we
would like M lei you know Mat you are going
to have to slow down and sun doing things
for yourself and lake care .,ousel(. Hope
that you have a good day and many more to
come.
your niece Adrienne and nephew
Natasha, Dwight,
grandchildren
Rudy,

Ire

Richard, Boast and Warren.
[lanky Hinhay to our friend / uncle
amie lames for August 5. lope you have

fl

day and m
nue
Prom Rudy. Adrimme, nephews i Dwight,
Richard, Brian Warren and niece Natasha.
Happy Birthday to our lore /uncle Wayne
l]. We hope that you havea
Lord for
god day and many more to come From
Rudy, Adfpnne, nephews Dwight, Richard,
Brian, Werten and niece Natasha.
Happy Binhay to our oephew/cuz Kobe
Amos for August 17. We hope that you have
wmdeRUl day and many more to come.
Also hope that you enjoy what your Mom
does for you. Love from Auntie Adrian,
uncle Rudy, cousins Dwight (brother),
Natasha, Richard & Brian.

Aug,

my
!loopy
3rd
Birthday
to
gmndilaught. Shannon Esther Justine grub
on August 10th. From Momma.

thing
Thee will be others that want this same
power of darkness'
And there will be others that play this
game better Nan you
Never under estimate your opponents
because they have learned this game of
survival they have ammo that is
structive and powerful
They will find your weakness' by
offering you things you so much
desire
they shall hook you -sinker- bait and all they shall remove the light that hums
Inside of you- they will distinguish the
very light that gives you life
They shall never be underestimated for
they know the game well
Who are they? what do they do- and
where do they come from?
They are not easily found for they are
the pro's and can, of getting only what
they desire from you
And they portray themselves anyway
they have to
They will win your heart and they will
destroy your heart
How do you know this? Put it this way
all though life- it has been the watching
of battles of destruction
It was not a easy path for this path is a
lifetime experience
How is ((ISIS people we are told we are
not considered equals.
And not given equal opportunities in

life

a

Some of these stories of the darkness
that we as people travel could be taken
anyway we would like it to be,
but if we could think about it
And remember that within our hearts and
minds in the end it is truly up to us of
how we portray things that ono put right
in front of m.
To face the evils that come in forms of
beauty and entice us with a momentarily
figure and than disappears until the next
time.
They say that the most beautiful thing
(Silts' offers have been put in front of
us to see if we will accept them
In a Oslo earl way or an apposite

way.
If we rather sit in the bar as the
children at home starve
Is this good or is this had how do we
know?
Is it ok to press the past of wrongs that
where done on to us
And live out our whole lives living in the
past wrongs done upon us
To use this to validates what happens to
the children - they learn from the best
they are right here with you to witness

everything possible
How is it possible to face the darkest
tears and move on- is this possible?
When we are true to ourselves we can
accept the realities of life
the Pans ._the tools and the roulette of
all games
"Dear grandmothers and grand fathers
thank you for giving me the strength
t. voice myself in and honourable
way
To face all fears and to share my wisdom
with others
Thank for the breath of life and each
other and the hard shaped trials that
sometimes hum in life
he life forms of all the elements that
interconnect with one nother and each
other
To be a strong people_ who believe that
we have come this far with all these
challenges ._put fourth and have over
come the biggest barriers and walls that
arc nibble for us to conquer
And rebuild on a chance to rebuilt with
cols that you have given us to work
with to trust and hold within our hearts
We will not be pushed into the mist of
destruction and are proof of this survival
on this earth today
Thank you ancestors in the spirit world
for working with me and gifting me with
the courage of voice and poetry to let the
people of this world notice that we are
never alone
When we feel alone this is when they arc
with us the most
This is when we are offered strength and
courage to stand and not be pushed into
the wall of destruction
Thank you for the many voices of our
people and the guidance that lives
through our elders
Thank you for each other for life is loo

In Memoriam -

IatakC "ap

In Loving Memory of My Father
Thomas Dick - May 06/1916 - August 08/1995
Today's the day God took you home.
This is the day I felt all alone.

know you're in

good place where
there's no Nina sorrow.
I'll
dad for leu and lots of
tomorrows.
ma you
1

a

I have my children, my grandchildren too.
To tell them all my good memories I
cherish of you

s

There are still days when I want to cry
I know you're in Gods care, so I just have
to sigh.

You're with the best dad you're with God
above.
I miss you dad

I

send all my love.

Miss You lots Dad, Love From
Your Daughter Catherine T. Watts & Family

In Memoriam of Dad Thomas Dick
It's been nine years since you left
The moment you had passed away
My heart had split in two
The one side filled with memories
The other side died with you
I think of you in silence
I often speak your name
I feel again aloe bitter blow
That never should have come
Each morning when I wake
I know that you are gone
No one knows the heartache
As I try to carry on
My heart still aches in sadness
I

Secret tears

will flow

No one will ever know
My thoughts are always with you dad
Your place no one can fill
In life I loved you dearly
In death I love you still
They say time heals everything
But know this Tan) so
Because Dad it hurts as much today
As it did nine years ago
Till we meet again Dad love you
Forever laved and missed
I

From daughter Fanny Mack

In memory of my dear grandmother
(Annie) Ire ne Thomas
As the days go by I think of the things
grandma had taught me, her patience in
teaching my how to do crafts, even
though I'm left handed. It was hard al
first but I learned. I watched her clean
fish, cut them for jarring or smoking
them in her smoke house. There were a
lot of other things I've seen her do. tote
make homemade jams, syrup, jarred
peaches, strawberries, grapes any kinds
of fresh fruits. I loved watching her knit
sweaters, mittens, hats, scarves, and
vests. She even made flowers out of
cedar. I found her work very creative.
When I teamed to do some of her crafts,
I'd drop by and show her my work. Nan
would say you're so creative, I'd laugh
and say look who my teacher is. Then
we'd both end up laughing. I miss our
visits at the house. We'd talk about her

days, with a
of coffee and some
o
chows. sometimes I'd make something
and bring it over (apple turnovers,
chocolate edam or just cake). Now that

short to live in the past
The only good things in the past is the
great teachings of our ancestors
The song the dance and the pride to wear
our regalia
That has been worn for generations
It's a wonder how it is to be free and
son high to mount with wings and to trust the other world of the

Most of appreciate the things you have
and not of the things you do not have
Yes i is wonderful to have money in our
pockets but it is also wonderful to show
our children the pride our ancestors had
back then money was non -existent
they survived off the land they helped
each other the best that they could
Now this world has taught us money is
everything and to be rich and important
hold high standards
Love is free to our children- laugher is
free- and caring fur One another doesn't
costa dime
Understanding what comes first is the
moral of this story
In the rail' what we decide is more
important for its or all of us? life is a
constant journey that has marry
challenges for without them we
would he so robotic and five like a
mfcmrhip.

memoirs..
Choice is paramount and voice is
paramount and our people have the right
to obtain what is bent(for us
Conquer this world not of ignorance but
with the respect
for each moment of breath that has been
cast on us
walk tall and proud be who you are not
who you are not
Come to the terms of the bashing and
destruction of the world that has become
Sal comfortable

brin(

Nan is gone, I just have memories of her.
Being a mother myself I've been able to
Mach my kids some things, crafts and
hobbies, baking or even Jarring that Nan
had taught me. Like passing it over to
the family. I really haven't been close to
anyone but my family, being afraid of
being hurt all over. I miss Nan Irene so
much it hurts. One day, I hope to have
as many grandchildren, Nan had. I'd be
able to tell stories to them and teach
them what Nan had taught us all. Twill
always be in my heart Nan Irene.

Love your granddaughter Colleen Ann
Clarke (Thomas)

11111M---
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Nuu -chah -nulth Registry and Treaty Information

.,,

Registering events are very important!
Birth Registrations: Its important to get baby registered as soon as
possible. You must complete the parental consent for Registration/ Statement
of Band Affiliation form and provide the LARGE form birth certificate, these
consent forms can be obtained through your Band Office or at the NTC
Office Registration takes 6 - 8 weeks.
Transfers: Are you wishing to transfer to another Band? Write to the Band
you want to transfer into. Once accepted you will need to complete a consent
to transfer form, also, notify the Band you are currently in and let them know

continued from page

completed for any name changes.
Are you turning 18 soon? If you would like your own registration number
then you have to submit a letter of request. Process also takes 6 - 8 weeks (tor
longer automatic).
All documents are to he submitted to Role Link - Indian Registry
Administrator at the NTC Office, with the exception of Diiid alit. Hesquiaht,
Huu -ay-alit and Tla- n-qui -aht. Contact these First Nations directly To have a
status card issued through NTC from these four First Nations please have your

Indian Registry Administrator fax approval and your information prior to
coming into the office if possible.
Does your First Nation have their membership code in place? If so, and
you would like the above events recorded for "BAND MEMBERSHIP" then it
is EQUALLY AS IMPORTANT that you contact them as well.
Your First Nation aeeda your current address and phone number so they
can contact you regarding Treaty developments, letters and bulletins.
First Nation phone numbers and addresses are listed below for your
eons elliellee

Ahousaht

niko

(250) 670 -9563 - Fax: (250) 670 -9696
General Delivery Ahousaht, B.C. VOR IAO

Ditidaht First Nation
-Fax. (250) 745 -3332
PO Box 340 Port Alberni. B.C. V9Y 7M8
1- 888 -745 -3366

ASP"

.

Ehattesaht

August
Sr.

1r. 16- under,

blow Atha l,t / Muehalaht
(250) 283-2015 -Fax: (250) 283 -2335
Toll free - (800) 238 - 2933
PO Box 459 Gold River, B.C. VOP 1GO

o

Intermediate

- 8th 17 -21

18

-20th

yrs Ball Hockey

Team Entry -

& Basketball

$250.00/f

20 -22nd

Men's "C" Division Open Fastball
15 Team Entry/fee
All teams must pay half of registration fm prior to tournament dates, the balance is
to he paid before first game commences. Cheques for registration fees can be made
out to the Tseshaht First Nation Recreation Department. Locations for play times will
he provided the day before each event (meeting will be held the night before with
/coaches). Contact Tseshaht Recreation Coordinator- Gina Pearson by phone: 250Sr.

724- 1225 or fax: 250 -724 -4385

Northern Region Games 2004

- Hosting Tribe: Nuchatlaht

August 19, 20, 21, 2004 In Oclucje
Opening ceremony starts @ 12:00 noon, August 19, 2004
This is a drug and alcohol free event. For any questions or information,
you can contact Audrey or Lydia at Nuchatlaht Tribe, P.O. Box 40,
Zehallos, B.C. VOP 2A0. Phone (250) 332 -5908 or fax (250) 332 -5907.
Email: nuchatlaht @hotmail.com.

"Choppy" Tony Fred Memorial -Fastball Tournament
August 21 & 22, 2004 @ Recreation Park, Port Alberni
Further information wiU be provided in future Ha- Shilth-Sa
or contact Matthew Fred (dì 720-3921

:1

Community Events
Ucluelet First Nation General Band Meeting
Monday, August 16, 2004, Dinner at 5PM, Meeting 6:00
Chance to win one

of four door prizes for those in full attendance.

You are invited By the Conper/LazmfiTom Families To witness a Memorial to
honour Susan Johnson (I azzar), Louisa McCarthy. Anders.< Cooper (Wesley).
The memorial will take place at T'souke Nation on September 4, 2004, Saturday @
12 Noon. We would be honored if you could join us.
If you have any questions, please contact, Jim Cooper at 642.4719 or Gerald

laze

at

A
Nuchatlaht First Nation

(250) 332 -5908 - Fax: (250) 332 -5907
PO Box 40 Zeballos, B.C. VOP 2A0

642 5107, Ruth Tom

at

3852919 or Sandra Brown at 753.1029 or cell 616.6009

Memorial Potlatch for Late Barry Wayne McCarthy (Bear)
October 30th, 2004, Alberni Athletic Hall, Noon
We would like to acknowledge the people that came close to us to the
time of need. Everyone Welcome
Hosts: Johnny McCarthy Sr. and Laura Ann McCarthy

Adam Fred Memorial Potlatch

Tla- o- qui -aht First Nations
(250) 725- 3233 - Fax: (250) 725 -4233
PO Box 18 I oleo BC. VOR 2Z0

co

15

August

/Qr.

(250) 332 -5259 -Fax: (250) 332 -5210
General Delivery Kyuquot, B.C. VOP 110

13 -15th

- $300.00 /fee. All prizes are based on Team
St Mons learns. Prize payouts will stand as listed.

15

Fax: (250) 670 -1102
PO Box 2000 Tofu, B.C. VOR 2Z0

celOW

1

40 team entry

August 16

.

Ka:jnit'ktt'h7Chetk'tles7et'h'

Mixed Slo-pitch.

registries. Example:

1- 877 -232 -1100 -

Hupacasath First Nation
(250) 724-4041 Fax: (250) 724 -1232
PO Box 211 Pon Alberni, B.C. V9Y 7M7

MI.

Tseshaht First Nation 10 Day Sports Extravaganza 2004!

Hesquiaht First Nation

NA.,-41

a

excitement that it is better than winning
is a
the lottery and Bingo.
meaning for laugh out loud. So I will
enclose this with my favorite saying to
you all to which I had made up because
am a Poetry inter..
Whenever you see a RED ROSE always
think of ME because that RED ROSE is

Tournaments

4's

b

8

ME

us

-4155 - Fax: (250) 761 -4156
PO Box 59 Zehallos, B.C. VOP 2,40
1- 888 -761

1

1

daughter from city
parents Ms mom was in the House of
Commons..She put elan into finding
lost families and reuniting them which
.some fooling_ You people
hold the special bond of life to which the
all need to door.. .1 am so glad that when
am honoured to be

your

Marriages, divorces, name change, deaths: Please provide appropriate
certificates to up date the Indian Registry Lists. A consent form needs to be

do come to some events love seeing
all of you I am so overwhelmed with

To all Nuu -chah -nulth

snub...

Tseshaht First Nation
'foil Free: 1-888- 7241225 - Fax: (250) 724-4385
PO Box 1218 Port Alberni. B.C. V9Y 7M1

Uchucklesaht Tribe
(250) 724-1832 - Fax: (250) 724 -1806
PO Box 1118 Port Alberni. B.C. V9Y 7M7

As our soobrother focused allot of his personal life to his culture, we feel that it is
important to say good -bye to his presence here on earns, but to also celebrate the
would want us to feed our
joining of him with ancestors. Knowing our
people and thank all those who came and shared stories, hugs, tears during the time
of our loss, we feel that it is important to set this special day as early as possible.
We therefore have decided se hold a feast for our family, friends and ask that each of
you join m to remember our young man for who we all knew him.
On January 29, 2015 at the Maht Malts Gym. beginning at 10:00 p.m. We will
close the doors to hold our opening ceremonies: we will men serve lunch at 12:00
noon. If you wish to help us or have any questions regarding this. we ask that you
contact Gina Pearson (mom) at 7234727, or Oaken Watts (grandma) 724 -4877. or
Joie Watts (auntie) 724 -4987, or Alfred Fred (father) at 723 -2042.

two
Ucluelet First Nation

(250) 726 -7342 Fax: (250) 726.7552
PO Box 699 Ucluelet, B.C. VOR All

Hi my name is fans Bob, and I am trying to help my mother Sonya Bob, find
information on the death of her husband John II Bob, aka. John H Dean, who was
lost at scan 1963/64. We know he went missing with Jackie Morns and Alfred
Dick... but the national archives and the vital statistics have no record of his death.
Ile was from the Naladabt tribe. It amen: may have any information on the exact
date of his death, It would he greatly appreciated. You can reach me at
taniabob@shaw.ca or phone we collect @ 250 544 1369, Elmo Select) Tana Bob

For Wolves' Sake
By Bob Hansen,
Wildlife-Human Conflict Specialist,
PRNPR

of Canada

You're making breakfast at your
favourite campsite in Me Broken Group
Islands. Glancing along the beach, you
notice a trail of large, dog -like tracks
paralleling the water's edge. Given that
the

ticks out, the tacks must be

fresh.

Soon after, you're eating breakfast with
your fiends up among the driftlogs
hen someone spore a lone wolf trotting
along the shore, passing you about 30
metres say. Nn one moves or cook..
everyone is thrilled to see this
large, healthy predator. The animal
stares at the group, but doesn't seem
rally concerned by your presence. You
and your friends don't realize'3, but this

could be the start of a problem; this wolf
R habituated to humans.

Through experience, this wolf
has gradually learned that it
doesn't need to be wary around
people. It sees and passes close
to people almost daily and
nothing had ever happens. Now
used to people and their
activities, it has become
'habituated". a term used by
wildlife management to describe
a

of behaviours that indicate
increasing loss of fear of

set

people.
Wolves, like bears, can become very
accustomed to human activity user time.
ThrouM ekpori n e.thin wolf has
gradually teamed that it doesn't need to
be wary around people. It sees and
passes close to people almost daily and

nothing had ever happens. Now used to
people and their activities, it has become
"habituated ", a teen used by wildlife
management to describe a set of
behaviours that indicate an increasing
loss of fear of people.
But why does this raise warning nags
for wildlife management? And why
should you be concerned? The animal
shows no sign of aggression towards
people, and people are treated to a
memorable experience. Sadly, it's not
that simple.
The wolf ìs now routinely travelling
and foraging in close proximity and in
full view of people. seeing the stage for
what happens next in this scenario. As
you and your friends watch the wolf
progress down the beach, you notice it
flipping rocks in the intertidal zone,
foraging for small crabs just like a bear.
But a camper from a group down the
beach is slowly approaching the wolf,
crouching down and taking video as he
gradually moves closer. The wolf
tenses, staring at this person. When the
person is about 15 metres away, he takes
and sewers sonic hot dogs
out
unto the sand The wolf looks ready to

bag

flee, but the person slowly backs away
and returns to his group. All watch to
see what the wolf will do. The wolf
appears to scent the meat, lowering its
head and sniffing, then carefully

approaches the offering while keeping
an eye on the people up on the
dnAlogs. Quickly devouring the meat,
the wolf trots away down the beach and
into the forest.
There are whoops from the group down
the beach, but you and your friends have
a distinct feeling that you should have

done something to prevent what just
happened; instinct says that the wolf
shoulder have been fed human food.
But everyone was caught up in the
moment and now it's too late.
You comfort yourselves with the
thought that it was Just one feeding after
all, and a free meal for the wolf.
But your initial apprehension was well
founded. (simple of days later you're
in a differ.. campsite when you hear
that a wolf found a food bag hidden in
the open vestibule of a tent on the same
island where you'd seen 'hat wolf eat
the hot dogs. Your heart sinks.
By the last day of your trip, a report is
cumulating amongst campers that a wolf
walked right up to a person who was
enticing it with the carcass of a filleted
salmon. The person didn't back off,
taking pictures until the wolf growled at
him, whereupon the person made a hasty
retreat. It doesn't sound like the wolf
you'd seen casually trotting along the
beach, carefully keeping a safe distance
from you. But it was the same wolf,
only now it's behaving very diferently,
having teamed after just one feeding
that people can be sources of food. This
animal, an intelligent opportunist,
watched for people who appeared to be
offering food, and was rewarded on
occasion for its vigilance.
The wolf is now "food -conditioned ",
the term used by wildlife management
to describe an animal that has teamed
through its interactions with people to
expect food where people are. The risk
to people and the animal has just
increased greatly: these food- seeking
behaviours will become more aggressive
as the camping season probes
Unless the wolf can he re-taught to lear
people, it will continue to seek food
from them, until there set
lotion. No one will win that.
The scenario described above is
fictional, but very similar incidents
involving two wolves took place on
Vargas Island in Myopia Sound just a
few years ago. The wolves initially
showed little fear of people and many
had dose. non- threatening encounters
with the habituated animals.
At some point, the wolves were fed,
with reports of people hand -feeding
them The wolves then became adept at
finding unsecured food in campsites
regardless of whether people were
present or not They moved from the
fearless behaviour of habituated wolves
ill food-conditioned, becoming
increasingly aggressive in their food.
seeking. Even large groups of campers
had difficulty keeping the animals out of
their campsites. Late one night a
camper was badly bitten by a wolf.
Shortly after, the two wolves were

cant

destroyed

Wolf attacks are very rare. A
compilation of 80 repots of aggressive
behaviour was completed in 2002 for
Canada and Alaska. In 16 cases, people
were bitten. In mist of these incidents,
animals were first described as
habituated, but non -threatening;
subsequently however, they were fed
directly or indirectly (unsecured food or
garbage), and became food- conditioned
and aggressive. Attacks muted. The
animals involved were destroyed.
At present in the Broken Group Islands
Unit, there are 3 -4 habituated wolves.
Their casual habituated behaviour puts
them at risk of being fed
If they are. the potential for problems
will escalate exponentially.

Lure last summer, a person reportedly
fed the wolves in the Broken Group
Islands to get the animals to approach for
photo -taking. Although the feeding of
any wildlife is an offence under the
Canada National Parks Act, park
-

wardens lacked sufficient information to
press charges However, a Broken
Group warden was successful in using
noisemakers to scare away the animals.
For several weeks afterwards, the wolves
showed a significant wariness of people
and boa. following that one hazing
experience.
Until this spring, there were no further
reports
ding wolves.
With that report. and the advent of
camping season, the risk of animals
becoming food-conditioned and
potentially more aggressive is again
higher. At this point, the wolves are not
approaching people for handouts or
going through tents; there is still time to
tom around the behaviour of the wolves.
They need to learn to avoid people and
places where people are, like campsites.
Park wardens will ham the wolves if the
opportunity arises, but to break the cycle,
there must also be a change in human
behaviour around these animals.

off

difference. If the
wolves are repeatedly and
consistently scared away
whenever they encounter people,
they will go back to their original
healthy - wariness of humans.
You can make

a

-

You can make a difference. If the
wolves are repeatedly and consistently
scared away whenever they encounter
people, they will go back to their original
- healthy - wariness of humans.
Sightings should decrease, and s be more
Fleeting in nature. In contrast, if they are
able m continue to [novel close to and in
full view of people, and if there are
incidents of enticement and feeding, one
thing is certain', there will be more
encounters and more aggression on the
pan of the wolves, resulting in more

unhappy outcomes. This is why we
need your help to send a clear,
cares stcnl message to the wolves
for

heir

-

sehe.
sake.

Wolves as predators play a key role ín
the coastal ecosystem. Changing
wildlife behaviour for human enjoyment
or profit diverts that wildlife away from
its natural role, setting the stage for
conflict, which can lead to human injury
and destruction of the wolves. This
applies equally to hears and to some
other wildlife species That's why we
are all responsible to ensure the safety
and wildness of the w ildlife we are
privileged to share this ecosystem with;
and why we need your help to keep Me
wolves in the Broken Group Islands
Wait of Pacific Rim National Park
Reserve of Canada, safe, healthy -and
wild.

Subsequent to the previous ankle
submitted by Pacific Rim National Park
Reserve:
The
at Pacific Rim National Park
Reserve were deeply saddened when on
May 301104, Pacific Rim National Park
Reserve Wardens were forced to make
the decision to destroy a young wolf on
Gilbrdlrer Island. The wolf had entered
th
f t k Ile th
campers slept, and removed hiking
Imam and a tamp stove fuel line. The

tall

.b1

wolf returned

the next morning
food
from
a cooler.
and rclmwed
The wolf in the Broken Group Islands
as demonstrating behaviour that
indicated little fear °theme*, and that it
associated food with human activity. As
the safety of kayakers and other users
could be at risk, o decision was made to
destroy the animal.
Parks Canada places the highest
priority on public safety through
prevention of human n111111. canners
and education of visitors and residents.
All wildlife management decisions are
based on a professional assessment of
the situation. Destruction of any animal
is a last resort and only used when
public safety is at risk.
same

TSESHAHT FIRST NATION CULTURAL RESOURCE CENTRE
Open to anyone interested in learning more about Tseshaht history. ',ono
Mission Rd. - Chi- chu -aht House/ Tseshaht Treaty office.
toll free number available for Tseshaht members (which also houses our
membership and Natural Resources Office. if you want your addresses included for
treaty updates and Tribal bulletins call us (email. sap ale:Mehl sear) with your
address. I- 866724 -4225.
Hours of operation: Monday - Friday 8:15 a.m. -4:30 p.m. (Except holidays)
For more information concoct us at (250) 724-4229
or loll free at 1- 866724 -4229.
We have a

TO ALL UCLUELET FIRST NATION MEMBERSHIP
We are updating our Membership List. We will be administering our ono
Membership, soon. Until then, the Membership Committee will be assisting the
person, who has been hired on a short-term ham.. bring our list up-0 -date. Are you
and/or Your Children registered? Remember when you are registered with the NTC
office, you have to register with the Band Office, as well Please call the Rand Office
Toll -Free # 1- 888 -7267342 and leave a message, where you can be reached and I will

return your call. TO ALL MEMBERS: PLEASE keep the office up -dated with
addresses, telephone. cell & fax numbers ALSO email addresses.
Email Information to smundyd Nand net

TLA- O- QUI-AHT TRIBE MEMBERS
If you am not receiving "Inside Tlao- qui -aht" newsletter

please call your

address in ASAP! This mailing list is also used for important tribal mailouts
you may not want to miss.
Forward your address to: Carla Moss do Tlao- qui -aht First Nations, Box 18,
Tofino, B.C., VOR 2Z0. Phone: 250 -725 -2765, email: eminsrusland net
Fax: 250 -725 -4233 afro: Carla Moss

TO ALL TSESHAHT MEMBERSHIP:

Please remember when you register your eludd(ren) with NTC you must
still register your child(ren) to the Band. I do not have names that NTC has
so if you're one of these members please contact me for Band membership
papers as we administer our own membership and only those people on
our list is Tseshaht. I do not issue status cards this is done only with Rosie
Little or Mel Broker. Feel free to contact me at lisegailicoshaw.ea or call me
at 1-866- 724-4229.
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Hi. This is for the Ha- Shilth -Sa
newspaper. RE Mine at Catface (Chitmoat There is still talk on mining
copper at Catface. wonder if anyone
has approached the people who were
members of the specific panel. If
ramie could address mamas
concerning the mining I would really
put my trust in what this former 1pawl
would have so say on mining. Ikea are
1

mining;
my
The environment impacts mining has
left has
been very good for
region wof
here mining has happened.
First of all, when mining opens, i
creates lots of job, but what happens
when the mine closes? Those jobs are
gone. The dependency created will also
create lots of pain, Isar of where is my
next dollar coming from? There are
sinkholes created. There is waste from
any mine for a mountain such as
Catface has trees. The mountain itself
creates a basic shelter from wind for
either side of the mountain. The trees
recycle the air we breathe. It is not
the beauty of the mountain itself but the
basic purpose of Catface has many very
important issues & uses for life itself.f.
Nature
N
t re has provided us with rain in
order for nature to cleanse itself. It
tins the wind comes, the water
evaporates, nuns to clouds, rains and
keeps on & on. There are many things
nature
not cleanse. The wefts from
mining is one of those things nature
cannot possible cleanse. Humans are
and still are known for creating trash.
Look at all the dumps in the world.
Look at our own dumpsite at home We
have not been very responsible for any
type of a good plan for cleanup. The
only good work that has been done so
far are the people who started to
recycle. Not many do it but for those
that do
Thank you
It is not personal to them who

j.

i,

Special million thanks to N.T.C.
Education
,1s of today I am still counting my
blessings. My name is Carol
Manersdorfer, a proud daughter for
Shirley and Chester John of Ahousaht
First Nation Tribe. I attended a
ceremony on July 23, 2004 at Mali
Mahs I really would personally like to
thank the Tseshaht 1st Nation for
allowing me and my family to be on
jour reservation.
I am so happy today that I have to
spread the news proudly. First of all
mold like to thank Angie Miller for
telephoning me at horn about
Samantha's scholarship award. I was so
happy about that, didn't rest at all, I had
to sails' all into this on behalf of my
gorgeous daughter Samantha
Man ndonfer.
For the ones that had the decision to
choose our gifted daughter, to the N.T.0
Education Committee.
am sure that it
is a real duty for you all to do this job
today and always. To you Blair
Thompson, and others that mask it our
I

1

1

1I

special day.
Samantha is a bright and ielelli ß en t
daughter that has not just received this
one, but another. I am so delighted to
be able to take my time out and get to
know her teachers lama, thankful for
all those that pushed her and guided her
to where she is today. She continues to
push, strive and keep going with the
Moos that are able to make a difference
for her. I will never give up on my
daughters and my gagman sons. I am
their teacher! am proud of doing the
things that I do for them. To get to know
I

1

want to do mining It is with respect for
our way of life. When we do not pay
enough respect loom mother arth,
mother earth will also of pay e is any
respect. It does not mean we must
worship mother earth. II just means we
spent when,
must always me
are going to use of move mother earth's
belongings, Copper, Gold, Silver. Fish,
Resources. Wood, Air, Mass. If people
would just take the time out to
understand when we take something we
must always give back. That is not at all
possible when we take copper, geld or
silver. It is more real when we take fish,
we only take what we need in order for
it to stay sustainable. Some people have
started hatcheries that is giving back. I
was always told mother earth always
reclaims what belongs to her, Including
us. We all get reclaimed sooner of later.
So it is with no regret. I am not at all
willing to lend of give any support for
mining Catface. There are sinkholes.
Right near where 1 live, those holes will
someday get bigger. In the beginning
them were no hatcheries or nurseries.
Nature knew how to replenish itself.
Now we take too much. But for copper?
We can never replace copper, gold or
silver and the rate it gets taken by. Strip,
.

open pit or tunnelling for it, nature will
not at all replenish itself fast enough. We
are always talking and somehow
thinking we are justifying ourselves by
saying "It's for our next generation-. we

should gel real & get honest and say it's
for our next generation and leave it for
them to decide what they should do with
But right now I don't need anymore
copper. Now is the time to not only just
say it to our children but start to do it for
them. They are the ones who are going
to be left with decisions see are making
right now, I say leave it or it will leave
From Corby George.
us. (nothing).

it

I

their teachers, principals and classmates.
Life is too short to be serious, I'd rather
live it up and support all my children.
Thanks to Ashley Amos, her friend that
made a difference for her to be there and
support her, her and her sister, the one
with the new born baby Special thanks
to Rhonda and the other lady that
attended beside my daughter Thanks to
my mother-in -law for taking your son
and me to Pon Alberni, B.C. Marie you
have the biggest heart for your
grandchildren, your umbra your hugs,
and kisses and gills made my daughter
smile from ear to car. Thanks Ma' for
you are special to her also.
Thanks to my friend Carol Martin Blackbird long time friend, for bringing
us hack to Tofino. and introducing us to
your family, it was awesome. Your just
one of a kind, so nice and generous, just
.

like your children.
To Mr and Mrs Samuel Adams

Jr.

for the

speedboat ride hack home. Last but not
least to my special brother, GEORGE
JOHN IR, AND SIS, for never resisting
on taking care of our other two precious
girls, less and Baby Dawn.
It takes a team to fulfill this and that it
did, there are so many people that I
would like to thank. Most of all would
like to thank my Daughter SAMMY my
friend, my princess for succeeding in
what you want in life. Thanks fix
always looking out for number one,
that's you daughter.
With so much pride and joy. Joe Ma'

roof Ahousaht First

FOR SALE: Native designed
jewellery; silver, copper, gold
engraving stone setting. Contact
Gordon Dick by phone 723 -9401.
WANTED: ant looking for someone
to make Abalone buttons. Call 7237134.
FOR SALE' Carvings for sale: coffee
table tops, clocks, plaques, 6" totems,
cames, leave message for Charlie
Mickey at 724 -8609 or c/o Box 40,
Zeballos, B.C. VIP 2AO
FOR SAI F. Genuine Authentic basket
weaving grass. Linda Edgar, phone

Thank you for a lovely
visit to Yuquot - Kleco

1

lovely visit and stay
My wife and
in a cabin on the ocean on Nootka
Island Our friends hiked the trail and
said it was their best hiking experience
I

had

a

would like to give special dunks to
Max Savvy (Max's Water taxi)i)for
getting us to the island and also to
I

Ir-

[f

250- 741 -1622.
Brenda (Ida) Johnson who made ure
that we had all the comforts of cabin
living. Brenda's girls Cindy, Samantha
and Mabel were gear hosts also.
We had such a wonderful time, we even
w the Northern Lights, but alas did not
get to see Tsu -xiit.
John & Virginia Poltrack, New Ipswich,

NH 03071 USA
had my first flight across Canada, bask
in May and the sight was amazing. The
sight seeing around Montreal and
Quebec City were very fascinating. I
spent my luxurious 6 days away from
home with one of my greatest bestfriends of all time and ¡very good
friends of mine, their names are Louise
Little, Melissa Michalenko and Yuki
Abe. This trip was very amazing, we
went to a baseball game between the
Montreal Expos
Exos and Cincinnati Reds, to
no surprise Expos lost. This is probably
the most memorable trip] have had
because l went across the country in a
matter of hours, not days or months, but
1

HOURS, to me that is just insane I'd
love to stay longer and meet more
people and just really experience It for
what it is not just trying to cram it all
into 6 days. Truth is I had missed home
and couldn't wait robe back in my own
bed. Id like to thank my parents, Mike
Savey(and family land the woman's name
whom had forgotten for her 5200 dollar
donation towards my trip. Thank you!
everyone who helped my towards my
trip, greatly appreciated This trip ran
from May 25th till may May 31st and
the eastern pan of Canada was amazing.
i

Ikea Morris, grad l2 this

BASKET WEAVING FOR SALE:
Grad Hal Regalia, Baskets, Weaving
material, specializing in Maquina Hat
Finings. Available to teach at
conferences and workshops. Call Julie
Joseph (250) 729 -9819.
WANTED: whale teeth. whalebones,
mastodon ivory and Russian blue cobalt
trade beads. Lv. msg. For Steve and
Elsie John at M14,X11-1645 or ele
4141 -720 61" St, New Westminster BC

VIER

5

FOR SALE: Native painting. Call
Bruce Nookemus (250) 728 -2397
W HOPULTHFEATU K - Sandra
Howard, Mowachahl Cedar Weaver.
Hats, Caps, Pouches, Baskets, Mats,
and Roses for Sale, Price Negotiable.
Saner or Trade. Ph: 250- 283 -7628,

e-mailoomek@holmail.com.
ROSE AMBROSE: Basket weaving,
shawls, baskets, headbands, roses, etc.
Also teach 723 -2106.

September

To the Ahousaht First Responders, Opitsaht First
Responders, Torino R.C.M.P. and Search and

Rescue, the Ambulance Crew and Tofino General
Hospital Staff:
The current families attending Kakawis,
the staff and the Board of Directors
would like to thank all of you for you
prompt and efficient response at our
time of need. Kakawis tends to keep a
low profile in the community and it is

amazing the action and the caring
shown to us by everyone who responded
on Saturday, July 24, 2004. Words
cannot express our gratitude.

Obviously, you all arc The experts and
wiahom you prompt mention to this
incident, the results could have been
much different. It is impressive that we
have the quality people in our small
communities that can attend to such
emergencies. Kleco Kleco.
Submitted by Marian Webster, Kakawis
Family Development Centre

WANTED: Nuu- shah -nulth women that
would like to join my exciting team of
Mary Kay Independent Sales, not
pyramid. Call Rosa. Brown @ (250)
385 -9906.
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Elegant Advantage Decorating
and catering services
hateo: nor,as71.
Tracey Robinson

l

Margaret Robinson (a' home:723.0789.
We do all occasions: Weddings, Showers,
Graduatins, Banda.. Brunchcc, Dinners,
Super 1IISI and Food Safe Certified'

ti.wow.*

home 12501 670 -24311 cell (250) 7315304. vAvwuhoosahtnativeart.com

wihayt'albcmi.net

Ben cDavtd
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AHOUSAIIT' NATIVE ARTIST
Ongnol (von SlIm, and carvings. (can
cusmnfre orders)
P.O.' 84 - Ahousaht III - VOR -1A0
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Joe Martin
TRADITIONAL DUGOUT CANOES

Rissa Rae

JEWELRY:

wahayaq,cik times Sevan
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Employment Wanted / Services Offered

..,..

-

CLASSIFIED
Amon)on \e

O&M Ast 0CI.FAN "Well do your
dirty work" Automobile cleaning and
CARS - TRUCKS - RV'S swatBOATS. 7429 Pacific Rim Highway.
Phone 720 -2211.

PROFESSIONAL BODYWORK'
Will do professional bodywork

and
Experienced,
experience.
painting.
certified welder .aile. Marcel Durward.
723 -1033.
FOR SALE: I 1999 Safari Van - 7
passenger, excellent condition - $12,000
(OIIO). Contact (250) 726 -2446 or fax
1250)726 -2488,
FOR SAI F: 1989 Ford Econoline 17
passenger bus. Auto, runs great. $5500 olio
723 -2308.
FOR SALE: 1990 Ford 2 wd ton crew
cab on propane. $2500, 735 -0833.
FOR SALE: 1971 Cloy Y. ton pick up
truck wino motor. also 1971 automatic
motor (needs to be installed). 728 -3519,
FOR SAI E: 2002 Niisan soma
supercharged SE, 4dr, 4wd, auto, 82k,
running board', roof rack, air, tilt, croise,
pw, pd, p.mimas, sunroof, am /fm st
with 6 CD changer, keyless entry, security
system. Black inVext. Paid $35. 000.
Asking ONLY $22, 500. O.B.O. Worth at
least S24,0001 Call Melody Charlie et 1255f
726 -2516 or 12501720-3303 Must Senile
1

Marine

MATH* SAIF:

25 foot Raider.
cabin,
open
tore
and aft deck,
Aluminum
adjustable °Whoa bracket, tandem
galvanized trailer. 519,900 without
engine, 529,900 with 2001 - 225 Marc
Optima.. Call Roger Frenceur 723-4005
84gTHIRS9IE M V Kola
40' fiberglass. Ex- ficezer troller. Fully
equipped. Freezer system only 2 years
old. Harold Little (250) 670 -2477.
FOR SALT - 40' Ex- troller and Spring
nets made to order. Call Robert Johnson
Sr, (250) 724-4799,
FOR SALE: Area "G" AI Troll License
37.5 R Contact look Frank Sr. at 250570 -9573 or leave a message at the
Ahousaht Administration Office at 250670 9563
FOR SALE: 38 I/2 B 'C" license for
$10,000.
Donald Mids (250) 7201992

-
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Reprarernk Peons
First Nations Graphics, Specializing
in Native Vinyl Decals (Custom
Made/All Sizes). All types of Native
Graphies, Call Now! Celeste Jack,.
Ph: 604 -928 -2157

or Email: ladybrave05@hotmail.com

+-lease of Win-Chem
Aboeiairwl Fnekkan
(71.1, SO"

vim!» sc. cow Swa
135,)9as-ra,,a

la. fosal use con

FrLwwAwarw4se.. "_-

FOR SALE: New and Used Barclay
Sound Sockeye Nets. (250) 923 -9864.
WANTED: 18' - 19' Fiberglass Deep V
Fishing Boat, Soft Top, (Double Eagle,
Hourston, etc). Call Dale or Barb @
250

-

283

-7149.

CANOE BUILDING. Will build canoe,
or each how to build canoe.
Lucas 72 -1494.

George C. John Jr.

=1
aa ar+

5841.

Call Harry

FOR SALE' 25' Bayliner powered by
350 Chev with Volvo leg. Excellent
condition. 511,000.735 -0833.
Any
MISSING
30 HP Yamaha.
information please contact Boyd or Josh

-

Fred at 723 -5114 or 724 -6491. Reward!
TRADE: Hot or cold smoked salmon
(vacuum packed) for a 9.9 outboard
motor or W.H.Y. Call John @ (250)
723 -3276,
WANTED: Boat Traitor for 20' but.
Call Micheal @ 720 -6026.
FOR SALE, Nets -Different Sims,
Different prices, make an offer. Trolling
gear -offers. View - 5010 Mission Rd.
Phone - 723 -9894.

for
available
PROFESSIONAL.
Healing
Workshops/ Conferences,
Circles/Retreats/ Canoe Journeys,
Contract or full -time position. Holistic
massage and aromatherapy with essential
oils by Raven Touch. Please "mast
Eileen Ions. @-4210- 726 -7369 or 726'
5505.

HOUSE FOR SAIF to TEN member
on Esowista Reserve. Newly added I
bdnn suite. Views of ocean and forest.
Info: (250) 725 -3482.

Employment Wanted/
Services Offered

operations.

Phone 250 731 6222
Or 250 723 9706. call for more info.
T S.G TRUCKING SERVICE: Moving
And Hauling, Reasonable Rates. Tom
Gus, 5231 Hector Road, Pon Alberni,
B.C. Phone: (2501724 -3975.
FOR HIRE:Pickup truck and driver.
Need something transported or towed"
Transporbmove furniture, fridge, stoves,
outboard motors, your boat, canoe or
ravel trailer towed or moved- By the km
and by the hour. Call 250-724-5290.

Amiga
ilumgÁa

Advisory for Hist
Governance, and Constitutions (forming
governments). contact Harry Lucas, at
724 -2313.

NUII- CHAR -NULTH NATIVE
LANGUAGE: Transcribing in phonetics
- for meetings, research projects, personal
use Hourly rates. Phone Harry Lucas at
724 -2313.

FREE LANGUAGE CLASSES: at
Hupacasath Hall. Language Instructor Tat 'rewash. Monday and Wednesday
Nights. 7 pm to 9 pm. (Bring your own
pen and paper). Parenting Skills for
Parents and Tots. Fridays from 3 -4 pm.
EVERYONE IS WELCOME cuu k!eco.
Edward Ihroosh, Certified Linguist.
TSAIVAAYUUS: SHARE YOUR

TALENTS WITH YOUR ELDERS:
Volunteers required for the following:
teach
'Give demonstrations
carving,
palming,
etc.
basket weaving.
,We also need cultural entertainment
Contact Darlene Erickson at 724 -5655,
FIRST AID TRAINING: Canadian Red
Croft Certified First Aid Instructors
Lavern and Ales Frank are available to
each First Aid to your group, office o
wiry. Clan can have up to 24
students, Phone (22501 725 -3367 or (250)
726 -2604 for more information.

land.

'

$W EEPY'S CLEANING SERVICES:
Samantha Gus: Neal some Cleaning
done? Don't have enough time? Good
rates. Call 723 -7645 or leave a message
Si' 724 -2763. Windows dishes,
vacuuming, laundry, walls, shelves,

etc

Custodial/ Janitorial cenified,
Commercial house keeping/ home
making certified and Food safe.

GROWING THE CIRCLE;
COMMUNICATIONS GROUP: Video
/music /CD -Rom or DVD production
website design or enhancement, book
publishing, public relations, marketing,
and training. Top quality professional
productions al very reasonable rates.
Contact Randy Fred, 530 Cadogan Street
Nanaimo BC V9S IT4; Tel. 250-741 -

01s3:e -mail:

d

fredrà day,(¿. Clam!

NITINAIIT LAKE MOTEL:

ft. k 70 R.
Princeton 1993 Mobile Home. 2
Bedroom, plus 12 ft. X 18 R addition,
Located at Spool Lake Mobile Some
Park. Can be moved, relocated. By
appointment only. NO AGENTS.
Phone: 724 -5290,

PRICED TO SELL.

DAVE WATTS FORESTRY
ADVISORY SERVICES
Specializing in set up and
management of Tribal Forestry

14 years

-.Ikea..

Wile

CLASSIFIED CONTINUED

1

Ma', your friend,
Carol Man

Miscellaneous

AIlS

Klecko's kekoo
-
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New

Manager is Lucy Edgar. 1 can be reached
at Officer - 250-745 -3844, Home N 250745 -6610, Fax 4 250.745 -3295. PO Box
160, Pon Alberni, BC, V9Y 7M8.

FOR SATE: Seaside Adventures in
Tofino $695,000.00 Serious Inquiries
Call 725-3448 OR 725 -8329 ask for
Steve or Cindy Dennis

Iverson Fire Service Inc is offering the
S -100 or S III S Basic Fire Supervision
and Safety to First Nations. Cost
$140.00 per person. For further
inquiries and registration contact Women
Robinson at (250) 7154037.

14

WIESE FOR SAI F:

bedrooms,
with 3 bedroom basement suite, fruit
trees, berry bushes and Bower beds.
Newer carpets and lino. 4 appliances.
595,00E Call 723 -8979.
BOARDROOMS FOR RENT: Al the
Tseshaht Administrative Buildings, port
Alberni. For more information call the
Tseshaht First Nations Office at (250)
724 -1225 or toll free 1- 881- 724 -1225.
3

FOR RENT: A non -profit organiration
has rooms to rent, by the day. week

or

month. Very reasonable rotes for Room
and Board. Also, there is a Boardroom
available for rent. For more information
phone 723 -6511.
WANTED: Medical Equipment such as
wheelchairs etc, Can be dropped off at
the Tseshaht Band Office, 5000 Mission
Road, Port Alberni. Contact Gail K. Gus
at 724 -1225.
FOR SALE Beautiful Native Design
Dress. New condition. Size 5 -7. 7243049.
FOR SALE: Custom built food can
with grill, deep fryer, sink, water pump.
and lots of storage, owner. $6500,
724-4383.
WANTED: Sager Sewing Machine to
buy. Please call 724 -4987
WOOD FOR SATE: 580 per cord.
Leave a message 04)723-1129.
FOR SALE; TREK 800 Unisex
Mountain Bike, brand new condition
(used 3 times). Blue and Silver,
kickstand and back wheel -rack included.
$350.80. Call 724-3420.
FOR SALE. 4 12' x 9' pool table, 2
years old, $2008 728 -3517.
FOR RENT: Equipment for power
point and DVD presentations. Projector
and Screen. By the hour or day. Deposit
required. Telephone, 250- 724 -5290.
WANTED: An old spanking strap
from the Residential era and any
pictures from CT Hilton in Pon Alberni
in the years 1964/65/66. Later known
as Hilton Elementary and is now
privatized. Leave message for August
Johnson @ 283 -2015 the
Mowachaht/Muchalaht Band Office.
1

all

W ESTCOAST TRANSITION
DOUSE EMERGENCY SHELTER:
For Abused Women and their Children
1- 877 -726on call 24 hours toll

f

2020.

.

PORT ALBERNI TRANSITION
HOUSE: Call 724 -2223 or call the
nearest local shelter or crisis center.
HELP I IRE FOR CHILDREN:

310 -1234.

WANTED: Traditional Stories for
project. Call Caroline Thompson at 7245757.

y
7I

Turtle Island Plants
Courses in

Horticulture
unity gardens

landscaping courses
native plants
' upgrade your gardening skills
Courses available in all aspects of

horticulture.
Phone 250 -752 -6132, or e -mail
edukturtleislandplants.com to talk
to our instructor

Ha-Shilth-Sa
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NOTICE OF
CORRECTION
NEDC would like to extend an
apology to the Toquaht and
Ucluelet First Nations for
inadvertently omitting your
Board members in the last
article. Please note the
amendments below and we thank
you for your understanding.

The NEDC Board of Directors
1984 - 2004
AHOUSAHT
Louie Joseph Sr.
Edwin Frank Sr.
Louie Frank Jr.

1994
1985
1996
1998

Pamela Webster
DITIDAHT

- 1985
- 1995
- Present

-

- 1988
- 1992
- 2000
2001 - Present

Earl Smith
Victoria Wells

1984
1988
1997

Dawn Amos

PILOT PROJECT GETS TWO YEAR EXTENSION TO APRIL 2006
The Business Equity Program (B.E.P.) is
a partnership between the NEDC and
Aboriginal Business Canada (ABC) in
which NEDC delivers the ABC Program
to eligible Aboriginal clients living on
Vancouver Island.
About three years ago ABC modified
the delivery of their program by
conducting a pilot project with three
Aboriginal Capital Corporations. These
three were and still are considered to be
the most capable and fiscally strong
Aboriginal Capital Corporations (ACC's)
in Canada they include one ACC from
Ontario, one from Quebec and NEDC
from BC.

-

Don Edgar
1984 - 1985
Charlie Thompson 1985 -1987 &1991 -1992
Peter Knighton
1987 - 1991
Ida Mills
1995 Present

EHATTESAHT

The Business Equity Program

Three years ago, a pilot project
with three Aboriginal Capital
Corporations was started - they
include one ACC from Ontario,
one from Quebec and NEDC
from BC.

Jessie Tom
HUPACASATH
Danny Watts
Irene Tatoosh

1995

- 1999

Under this program ABC and NEDC
entered into a three -year, $2,500,000
agreement in which NEDC delivered the
ABC equity contribution program

1984
1985

- 1985
- 1989

Brenda Read
HUU-AY AHT

1989- Present

TOQUAHT

Benson Nookemus
Robert Dennis
Jeff Cook
Connie Nookemus
KYUQUOT/
Richard Leo

1987
1988
1992
2003

- 1988

1984

-

1987
1989
1992
1999

- 1989
- 1991

Arlene John
HESQUTAHT
Simon Lucas 1984-1989 &1999-Present

CHEKTLESELTH
Ray Jules
Mike Oscar
Theresa Smith

Chris Jules

- 1989
- 2003
- Present

-

- Present
-

Darleen Watts
UCHUCKLESAHT

1987
1989

- Present

Nuchatlaht

Alban Michael
1984 - 1986
Vince Smith
1987
Walter Michael 1988-1989&1993-1997
1998 - 2003
Caroline Michael
Felix Michael
2003 - Present
TLA- O- QUI -AHT
Art Vickers
1984 - 1987
Ben David
1987 - 1989
Ernest David
1989 - 1990
Tom Curley
1990 1997
Barbara Audet
1999 Present

-

- 1997

1984
1985

- 1985
- Present

1984

- Present

-

Present

Vi Mundy

1984 - 1993
1994 - Present

MEMBER -AT-LARGE
Andy Amos

1999

-

George Watts

1984

- 1989

NTC CO -CHAIR
Andrew Callicum
Lillian Howard
Archie Little
David Dennis

1989
1994
2000
2003

- 1993
- 1997
- 2003
- Present

Bernice Touchie

Mike Maquinna 1984 -1985 &1989 -1990
MUCHALAHT
1985
1987
1990

Gloria Ross

UCLUELET

1997

1964
1997

TSESHAHT

Charlie Cootes

1987

MOWACHAHT/

Benny Jack
Edwin Jack
Jerry Jack

Bert Mack
Gale Johnson

(FISHING)
NTC CHAIR

Present

(B.E.P.) to eligible Aboriginal clients.
This agreement was recently extended
by six months and $350,000 to March
31, 2004 while the National Aboriginal
Economic Development Board (the ABC
Board of Directors) reviewed the

program.

NEDC is pleased to announce
that the result of this review is
the extension of the Business
Equity Program to March 31,
2006.
NEDC is pleased to announce that the
result of this review is the extension of
the Business Equity Program to March
31, 2006.
This is especially good news for our
clients because the Business Equity
Program has been so well utilized by
both the Nuu- chah -nulth and other
Aboriginal people of Vancouver Island.
For example: in commercial ventures the
B.E.P. strengthens a clients equity
position, which makes financing easier
and in business support it can be used to
assist in client skill upgrade or training
to strengthen the business.
See below a table of for the number of
projects and dollar amounts approved in
the following projects: 29 in business
planning, 90 commercial ventures, 16 in
business support and 16 in marketing.
But the benefits of the program don't
stop with the total number of projects or
even the total dollars approved. How
has the money been leveraged
(additional dollars accessed by the
projects) and how many jobs were
created important factors in the
economic health of a community?
From 2001 2004 for 151 projects
approved there was over $3.3 million
dollars levered and 639 full -time jobs
created or maintained.
The B.E.P. provides contributions to
commercial enterprises in four service
areas: youth entrepreneurship,
innovation, cultural and eco- tourism and
and market expansion.
The tourism sector includes all viable

-

-

tourism proposals from all sectors of
the tourism industry. ABC describes a
tourism business as 'one that comprises
activities of persons travelling outside
their usual environment for leisure,
business or other purposes.'
The innovations sector includes
existing businesses, new business
establishment and/or business
acquisition and manufacturing.
Manufacturing is significant because
First Nations artisans fall under this
category. They may now be able to
access the BEP under the new criteria
(some restrictions apply, please call the
NEDC office for more information).
Trade and market expansion
includes all markets in excess of 100
kilometres from the business. For
Vancouver Island businesses this
means that for the first time NEDC can
offer assistance with marketing
ventures both on other parts of the
Island and the BC lower mainland.

From 2001 - 2004 for 151
projects approved there was
over $3.3 million dollars levered
and 639 full -time jobs created or
maintained.
trq ne
The youth entrepreneurship sector
(the most expansive part of the

program) supports young business
people in establishment, acquisition
and expansion in any business sector.
For the purposes of this program youth
is described as being between the ages
of 18 and 36 years.
Participant eligibility is limited to
Canadian status and non -status First
Nations, Inuit, Metis, associations,
partnerships or other legal entities on
or off reserve who can show a
demonstrated need.
If you would like more information
about the Business Equity Program,
you can visit the ABC website at , the
NEDC website at or phone the NEDC
office at (250) 724 -3131, we would be
happy to send you an information
package.

note: current board members listed in bold

FISCAL PERIOD
2001
2002
2003

- 02
- 03
- 04

TOTAL

NUMBER OF PROJECTS

DOLLARS APPROVED

32
52
67

$391, 482
$1,007,794
$1,451,717

151

$2,850,993

Nuu- chah -nulth Economic Development Corporation
(250) 724 -3131

www.nedc.info

to promote and assist the development, establishment and expansion of the
business enterprises of Nuu-chah-nulth Tribes and Tribal members
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